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� Introduction

The aim of the present work consists in investigation of metallic materials damaged by irradiation
or plastic deformation by means of positron annihilation spectroscopy �PAS�� The scienti
c work
performed in the present thesis involves methodological development of positron�lifetime �PL�
spectroscopy and application of PAS to study of reactor pressure vessel �RPV� steels and ultra�

ne grained �UFG� metals� The investigations of RPV steels and UFG metals in the present
work was accompanied also by development of theoretical models of positron behavior in these
materials� The PAS studies of RPV steels and UFG materials were correlated with other methods
as transmission electron microscopy �TEM� and X�ray di�raction �XRD�� Moreover� further aim
of the present work was an attempt to popularize PAS especially among students of solid state
physics and wide group of other people who are interested in modern powerful methods in for
characterization of condensed matter�
PAS is a well established experimental technique for microstructure characterization of solids ���

��� PAS represents non�local and non�destructive method with high sensitivity to open�volume
defects as vacancies� vacancy clusters� voids� dislocations� grain boundaries etc� The high sen�
sitivity is due to positron trapping in the open�volume lattice defects� Information about type
of defects� their density� local electronic structure as well as arrangement can be obtained by
PAS� It has to be pointed out that PAS provides unique information about point defects �vacan�
cies� vacancy clusters�� which can hardly be obtained by other techniques due to small size of
these defects� Another important advantage of PAS consists in fact that well developed theory
of positron annihilation especially for metals is available ��� Hence� experimental results can be
directly compared with theoretical predictions of various models of studied material� In order
to obtain complete description of microstructure of some material� it is necessary to accompany
PAS with some other independent experimental techniques� e�g� TEM� XRD or microhardness
measurements� complementary information of those was used in the present work�
The investigations regarding methodology of PL spectroscopy performed in the present work

cover study of processes� which cause deterioration of timing properties of PL spectrometer during
its long�time operation� Attempt to 
nd ways how to remedy this undesirable worsening of tim�
ing properties was successful� Explanation of the deterioration processes and procedures of their
remedy are explained in appendix A� Moreover� alternative con
guration of conventional fast�slow
PL spectrometer was developed and tested in the present work� The di�erence from conventional
con
guration consists in use of sum of energy signals in the slow branch� which remarkably im�
proves throughput of the spectrometer with no worsening of timing properties� Description of this
technique can be found in appendix B� The second main part of methodological work made in the
present thesis was development and building of three�detector PL spectrometer� which uses is able
to recognize triple coincidences of ��rays connected with positron annihilation �the start � and
the two annihilation �� and� therefore� strongly suppress the prompt peak contribution of ��Co
nucleus in PL spectrum� Use of such PL spectrometer is inevitable for investigation of neutron
irradiated RPV steels� Detailed description of the three�detector PL spectrometer developed in
the present work is given in appendix C�
It is economically desirable to extend the service life of nuclear reactors� One of the main

factors� which limit lifetime of reactors� is radiation�induced embrittlement of the RPV steels�
Irradiation of RPV by fast neutrons �E � � MeV� during operation of reactor causes signi
cant
changes of microstructure of the RPV steels� which� consequently� substantially a�ect their me�
chanical properties ���� One of the fundamental demand� to assure the RPV integrity during whole
operation period under all conceivable operation conditions� is to understand the neutron�induced
degradation of RPV materials in terms of microstructural characterization� Despite a number
of techniques including TEM� atom�probe 
eld ion microscopy �APFIM�� small�angle neutron
scattering �SANS� anomalous small angle X�ray scattering �ASAXS� etc�� employed in character�
ization of radiation�induced changes of microstructure of RPV steels� nature of radiation�induced
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defects and microstructural changes� which lead to deterioration of mechanical properties �embrit�
tlement�� is not yet clear ���� From investigations already performed by other authors� it can be
concluded that point defects �vacancies and vacancy clusters� and 
ne precipitates �size � � nm�
created due to neutron irradiation and their mutual interaction play key role in the radiation�
induced microstructural changes� PAS is highly sensitive to vacancies and vacancy clusters and
under some conditions also to the 
ne precipitates and represents� therefore� ideal tool for study
of radiation�induced microstructural changes� In the present work Western type of RPV steels as
well as Eastern VVER�type steels were studied� Results of PAS investigations of radiation�induced
changes of microstructure of studied RPV steels are given in chapter � and appendixes E� G and
H� Firstly� it was necessary to make complete description of microstructure of non�irradiated RPV
steels using PAS correlated with TEM� Results of this investigations of various RPV steels are
shown in appendix E� Results investigations of the RPV steels irradiated at various conditions
�neutron �uence� �ux� are described in appendix G and H�
Nanocrystalline and UFG materials are polycrystals with the mean grain size about �� and

��� nm� respectively� These materials attract high interest among researchers due to their unusual
physical and mechanical properties connected with signi
cant volume fraction of grain bound�
aries �GBs� ���� Recently� a new technique based on severe plastic deformation �SPD� was de�
veloped ��� �� This technique provides UFG materials with grain size between �� and ��� nm�
Contrary to the other preparation techniques� the UFG materials prepared by SPD are bulk spec�
imens� which contain no gas impurities� Both the UFG materials prepared by SPD and NC ones
prepared by conventional techniques as gas condensation method �GCM� exhibit a number of
similar physical properties� On the other hand� microstructure of the UFG and the NC materi�
als di�ers substantially due to completely di�erent ways of preparation� PAS has proved itself
as valuable tool for investigation of microstructure of NC materials prepared by GCM ��� ����
These investigations have revealed that open�volume point defects represent important structure
elements of these materials� However� there is still lack PAS data for UFG materials prepared by
SPD� Therefore� PAS and TEM investigations of microstructure of UFG Cu and Ni prepared by
SPD were performed in the present work and the obtained results are explained in chapter � and
appendixes I� J and K�
Important topic in study of UFG and NC materials consists in investigation of their thermal

stability� i�e� study of evolution of microstructure with increasing temperature� It is interesting
from physical pint of view� as one obtains information about recovery of highly non�equilibrium
structure� Moreover� information about thermal stability is highly important also for further
exploitation of these materials in industry because their advantageous properties are connected
with the UFG structure� Detailed investigations of processes� which take place during thermal
recovery of UFG structure of Cu and Ni were studied in the present work� Complete description
of changes of microstructure was achieved using PL spectroscopy correlated with other methods
�TEM� XRD�� The obtained results are explained in chapter � and appendixes I� J and K�
Common feature of the RPV steels and UFG materials studied in the present work is complex

microstructure with relatively high number of lattice defects� Dislocations represent main type
of defects in both kind of materials� Moreover� both in the case of RPV steels and UFG mate�
rials� spatial distribution of the dislocations is strongly inhomogeneous� In both kind of studied
materials� regions of various sizes with relatively low number of dislocations are separated by dis�
torted layers with high dislocation density� Because of this strongly inhomogeneous arrangement
of dislocations� it is not possible to use the simple trapping model �STM� ��� for interpretation
of measured PL data� see appendixes F and J� Therefore� theoretical models� which takes into
account speci
c microstructure of the studied materials� were developed and successfully applied
in the present work� Complete description of these models� which allow for proper determination
of defect densities as well as some other important physical parameters of the studied specimens�
can be found in appendixes F� I and J�
Finally� the last part of the present work was devoted to popularization of PAS among students

of physics as well as wide group of people interested in physics of condensed matter� It seems to
be desirable� as after rapid development PAS becomes an experimental technique routinely used
especially for investigation of defects in solids� However� there is still relatively poor knowledge

�



about PAS and its principles and possibilities among solid�state physicists� In order to improve this
situation short and intelligible introduction to PL spectroscopy with explanation of its principles�
experimental con
guration and interpretation of results with respect to investigations of metallic
materials was elaborated in the present work� see appendix L� This paper� which represents 
rst
publication of this kind regarding popularization of PL spectroscopy in Czech language� was
published in journal �Pokroky matematiky fyziky a astronomie� accessible to relatively wide
group of readers including physical students and other people interested in attractive topics of
physics�





� Physical principles of positron annihilation

spectroscopy

When a positron is emitted from a source� and penetrates into a solid� it quickly decreases its
kinetic energy to thermal energy� Thermalized positron moves in the solid by di�usion and 
nally
annihilates with one of environment electrons� The whole energy of electron�positron annihilation
pair is converted to two annihilation ��rays which may be detected� The annihilation rate of a
positron is determined by local electron density in site of the positron� Thus� positron serves as
probe of local electronic structure of solids� Moreover a positron may be trapped by some defects
in a solid due to decrease of repulsion between positron and positive ions at these defects� There�
fore positron annihilation spectroscopy �PAS� provide also valuable information about electronic
structure of defects� In addition identi
cation of defects in solids as well as determination of their
concentration is possible using PAS� The details of positron interaction with metallic materials
will be explained in next sections�

��� Positron sources

Positrons for PAS measurements are usually obtained from ��� radioactive sources� The ��� decay
is described by reaction

A
ZX� A

Z��X
� � e� � �� �����

where Z and A denote atomic and mass number� respectively� Parent nucleus A
Z
X decays into

daughter nucleus A
Z��

X �� The decay is accompanied by emission of positron e� and neutrino ��
A basic characteristics of ��� decay is the continuous energy spectrum of the positron� This is
because the available energy for the decay �Q�value� is shared between the positron and neutrino
which usually goes undetected� Kinetic energy E of the emitted positron cannot be greater than
so called end�point energy Emax � Q � �mc�� Energy distribution of the emitted positrons may
be approximated by the formula ����

dN

dE
� D

p
E�E � �mc���E �mc���Emax �E�

�
� �����

where m is positron rest mass and D is a normalization coe�cient� It should be pointed out that
Coulombic interaction between the �ying out positron and the nucleus is neglected in ������ The
emitted positrons are accelerated by repulsive Coulombic interaction with the nucleus� It causes
slight enhancement of the distribution in high energy part and on the other hand decrease in low
energies� When one takes into account this e�ect� coe�cient D becomes dependent on positron
energy and atomic number of the nucleus D � D�E�Z��
For many ��� sources the daughter nucleus is left after emission of e� and � in excited state

which deexcitates almost immediately via the emission of one or more � photons� These secondary
photons are used in positron lifetime measurements for determination of time when the positron
was emitted �see section ���� Basic properties of useful positron sources important for application
in PAS are listed in Tab� ���� It includes half�life of the source in the 
rst column and positron
yield� i�e� probability that positron will be emitted in given decay� in the second column� End�
point energy of the emitted positron is shown in the third column and energies of secondary � rays
are given the next column� Number of � rays per positron is evaluated in the last two columns�
The photons are divided into the secondary photons� i�e� the photons that coincide with emitted
positron� and the other ones which do not coincide with the positron�
Nuclear level diagram of ��Na ��� source� which is widely used in PAS� is shown in Fig �����

The shape of energy spectrum of positrons for ��Na source described by the formula ����� is given
in Fig� ����
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Figure ��� ��Na decay scheme �����

Table ��� Properties of some useful positron sources ���

Isotope Half�life Positron End�point Energy of secondary ��rays per positron
yield energy �MeV� ��ray �MeV� secondary others

��N ���� min � ���� � � �
��O �� s � ���� � � �
��F ��� min ���� ���� � � �
�	Ne ���� s � ���� � � �
��Na ��� y ��� ����� ����� � ����
��Al ����� y ���� ���� ���� � ����


Ti �� y ���� ���� ����� � ����

�V �� d ���� ����� ���� � ���� � ���
��Co �� d ���� ����� ����� � ���
��Ni � h ���� ���� ��� � ����
�
Cu ���� h ����sotopeCu�� ���� h ����
��Ge ��� d ���� ���� ����� ����� ���
�	Zr �� h ���� ���� � � ���

��� Positron thermalization

Typical kinetic energy of positron emitted by radioactive nuclei is of order of � ��� keV� see
Tab� ��� and eq� ������ Energetic positrons in condensed media rapidly lose their energy� In
condensed medium positrons slow down to thermal energies E � kT � where k is the Boltzman
constant�

At highest positron energies �E � ��� eV� the most important processes are elastic ion core
scattering and inelastic scattering o� both core and valence electrons ���� ���� In the case of
metals the excitations of conduction electrons dominates at lower energies ���� eV � E � ��� eV�
����� Finally� when the positron energy has degraded to a fraction below � ��� eV� scattering o�
phonons prevails ���� ����

Simple model of positron thermalization in metals is presented in ����� I use this approach for
estimation of positron thermalization times for the metals which are considered in this work�

Positron energy loss per unit distance in the medium may be expressed by the stopping power

S � �dE

dx
� ����
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Figure ��� Energy distribution of positrons emitted by ��Na source�

The stopping power is usually calculated in terms of �continuous slowing � down approximation��
according to which energy losses occur almost continuously in small portions through collisions
with electrons in the medium� Hence this approximation neglects the link between energy change
and momentum �directional� change induced by collisions�
Slowing � down time of positron from initial energy Ei to 
nal energy Ef is

t � �
r
m

�

Z Ef

Ei

dEp
ES

� �����

The stopping power S di�ers from that of heavy particles or electrons by the fact that positrons
are light but distinguishable from electrons� The stopping power for positrons reaches its maximum
at energy Em� Positron stopping times ts in the highest energy region �E � Em � ��� eV� may
be estimated very accurately with the formula ����

ts �ps� � ����

d �g!cm
�
�
E���
i �MeV�� �����

where d is density of the medium� End�point energy of emitted positrons may be treated as Ei

for estimation of maximum ts� Since �
�� sources of interest emit positrons with Ei � ��� MeV�

it is clear that ts � � ps in all metals� Thus ts values are very short compared to lifetime �B of
free positrons� In metals the lifetime �B lies in interval ��� ps � �B � ��� ps �see section ���� The
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stopping times ts for the materials of interest in this work are shown in Tab� ���� where I used
end�point energy for ��Na �see table �����
Further energy losses of positron with energy E � ��� eV are caused mainly by excitations of

conduction electrons� Stopping power SR for excitations of conduction electrons was derived by
Ritchie ���� for positrons in a conduction electron gas with Fermi energy EF

SR �
�	

���

m

"h

r
�

m

E���

EF
� �����

Equation ����� yields for positron slowing � down time tR to energy Ef � Em

tR �
���

�	

"h EF

E�
f

� �����

Finally when positron energy decreases to a fraction of an eV scattering o� longitudinal acoustic
phonons dominates ���� ��� ����
The formula for positron stopping power Sph for phonon excitations is given in ����� The

notion of Sph is based on a continuum representation of the material� The local atomic structure
is ignored� Deformation potential energy W � which is related to the energy necessary to deform
the medium locally� is introduced� This quantity is not well de
ned and is model dependent� The
phonon stopping power of the medium of density d

Sph �
�

	

m�W �

d "h�
E �����

is proportional to W �� which makes Sph sensitive to the choice of W � A relation appears to exist
between the deformation potential W and Fermi energy EF

W � bEF � �����

Depending on the model� the constant b can have values between �!� and �!� In the following
calculations I set b � ����� �����

Table ��� Positron thermalization times�
a The values of EF were obtained from �����
b The values of ts belong to ��Na ��� source � i�e� end	point energy Emax 
 ���� MeV�
c Thermalization times tph and tt correspond to room temperature T 
 �� �C�

metal d aEF Ec
bts tR

ctph
ctt

�g!cm
�
� �eV� �eV� �ps� �ps� �ps� �ps�

Cu ���� ����� ���� ��� ���� ���� �����
Fe ���� ����� ���� ���� ���� ���� �����
Al ���� ����� ���� ��� ���� ���� �����
Ni ���� ����� ��� ���� ���� ���� �����
V ���� ����� ���� ��� ���� ���� ����
Cr ���� ����� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Dependence of SR and Sph on positron energy is shown in Figs� ��� ���� ��� for Cu� Fe and Al�
Clearly there is some critical energy Ec� Phonon scattering dominates for E � Ec while the most
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Figure ��� Dependence of stopping power on positron energy for Cu�

important process for E � Ec appears to be excitations of conduction electrons� Critical energy
Ec may be obtained from equation

Sph�Ec� � SR�Ec�� ������

Using of expressions ����� ���� gives

Ec �

�
��� b�p
�	�

m���E�
F

d "h�

����

� ������

Values of Ec for some metals are shown in Tab� ����

Thermalization time tR in energy region Ec � E � Em where excitations of conduction
electrons play dominant role may be calculated from equation ����� with substitution Ef � Ec�
Integration of equation ����� with ����� over the range �

�kT � E � Ec yields the phonon scattering
thermalization time tph

tph � � tR

�s
Ec
�
�kT

� �
�
� ������

Increasing temperature results in slow decrease of tph� Temperature dependence of tph for the
metals considered in this work i�e� Cu� Al� Fe� V� Ni and Cr is shown in Fig� ���� Thermalization
times tR� tph are collected in Tab� ���� Values of tph correspond to room temperature T � ��

�C �
Total thermalization time

tt � ts � tR � tph �����

is shown in the last column of Tab� ����
Thermalization times for slowing�down process of positrons with E � Em were calculated in

���� by solving the Boltzmann equation for the positron momentum distribution in a homogeneous
medium� Positron scattering o� conduction electrons and phonons were included� It was found
that the approach of positron energy E to thermal energy �

�kT is very close to exponential function
when E � kT � In the case of Al the times needed to reach mean energies of ���� �

�kT and
����� �

�kT are ���� ps and ��� ps� respectively� at room temperature� Note that these results
are in surprisingly good agreement with the simple model used here which for Al gives �Tab� ����
tR � tph � ��� ps�
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Figure ��� Dependence of stopping power on positron energy for Fe�

One can immediately conclude that thermalization times are very short compared to positron
bulk lifetimes �B � The fact that positron reach very quickly thermal energies is important for
application of the positron method� Clearly only thermalized positrons annihilate� Hence momenta
of positrons are very small compared to the momenta of electrons with which they annihilate�

It is evident from Tab� ��� that positron scattering o� phonons occupies more than ��  of
thermalization time� Hence positron spends the main part of slowing�down process with energy
slightly above the thermal energy� This fact is important for possible trapping of non�thermalized
positrons�

��� Positron stopping pro	le

The penetration of high energy positrons emitted from �� � source into a solid can be described by
an empirical law ����� It states that depth distribution of positrons in a solid after thermalization
has form

P �z� � 
e��z � 
 �cm��� � �� d �g!cm��

E���
max �MeV�

� ������

where Emax is end�point energy of emitted positrons and d denotes density of the material�

Thus probability that positron penetrates into the material at the depth z� measured from the
surface of the specimen faced the ��� source � decays exponentially with the depth�

Mean penetration depth of positrons into material is

Z �

�

P �z� dz �
�



� ������

The positron mean penetration depths into the metals investigated in this work are presented
in Tab� ��� where ��Na ��� source is considered� Thus positrons from a nuclear �� � emitter
annihilate in the solid within a depth of the order of hundreds �m and therefore they probe bulk
properties of the specimen� The approximation ������ for the penetration depth is an important
planning parameter for the samples in PAS�
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Figure ��� Dependence of stopping power on positron energy for Al�

��
 Positronium Formation

A positron in a solid can capture an electron from the surrounding medium and a positronium atom
�Ps�� the bound state of the positron�electron pair� is formed� As the size of Ps is twice that of the
hydrogen atom� Ps formation occurs mainly in molecular media with relatively open structures�
Tight bound structure of metals causes that usually there is no Ps formation� Nevertheless Ps was
observed in nanocrystalline metals prepared by compactization of ultra
ne powders �see section
���� ��� ��� ���
Formation of Ps is possible during thermalization of positron and it may be described by so

called Ore gap model����� It states that Ps formation is most probable when the positron energy
during its slowing�down lies within a gap where no other electronic energy transfer process is
possible� To capture an electron from a molecule of the medium with ionization energy Ei� the
kinetic energy E of the positron must be greater than Ei �EPs� where EPs is the binding energy
of Ps� In vacuum EPs is ��� eV but may be smaller in the medium� When E � Ei the Ps is
formed with kinetic energy greater than its binding energy and it will rapidly break up in collisions�
Furthermore inelastic collisions will compete with Ps formation until the positron energy is less
then Eex� the lowest excitation energy� Thus Ps formation is most probable for positron with
energy

Ei �EPs � E � Eex� ������

This energy interval is called the Ore gap� In metals excitation of conduction electrons competes
with Ps formation� It is the next reason why Ps are not formed in metals�
Thermalized positrons may also form Ps by capture of free electron created by ionization

during positron thermalization ���� ���� This is so called spur mechanism � In metals however
mutual shielding of conduction electrons does not allow formation of bound state of positron with
individual conduction electron� Hence Ps formation in conventional metals does not occur by Ore
mechanism nor by spur mechanism�
The ground states of Ps are the singlet ��S� state �parapositronium p�Ps� and the triplet ��S�

state �orthopositronium o�Ps�� Probability that Ps will be formed in the singlet state is �!� while
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Figure ��� Temperature dependence of phonon thermalization time tph for some metals�

it is !� for the triplet state� In vacuum� the lifetime of p�Ps in self�annihilation into two phonons
is ��� ps i�e� about the same as free positron lifetime in dense metals� In the case of o�Ps self�
annihilation into two phonons is forbidden by selection rules ����� Thus in vacuum o�Ps decays via
three�photon emission with the lifetime ��� ns� which is more than three orders of magnitude longer
than the p�Ps lifetime� In the condense matter� however� o�Ps decays by competing mechanism
which is called pick o	 annihilation� In the pick�o� process the positron of o�Ps su�ers ���
annihilation in collision with a �foreign� electron having opposite spin� Consequently� the o�Ps
lifetime in condensed materials is reduced to a few nanoseconds�

��� Positron in thermal equilibrium

When positron has reached thermal equilibrium with the medium� its scattering is overwhelmingly
dominated by phonons� This scattering is usually quasielastic and does not a�ect the average
positron momentum distribution� Thus the momentum distribution of thermalized positron has

��



Table ��� Important quantities connected with positron movement in metals�
a ��Na ��� source is assumed� i�e� end	point energy Emax 
 ���� MeV�
b The mean free path at room temperature T � �� K�
c The positron di�usion coe�cient at room temperature� In the case of experimental values
PD � positron depolarization experiment� DB � Doppler broadening measurement of the annihi�
lation line�shape parameter S� Ps � positronium fraction measurement�
d The mean di�usion length at room temperature for defect�free material� As free positron life�
times we used the bulk lifetimes calculated by GGA and the experimental ones shown in Tab� ����
If non�negligible defect concentration is presented L� will be smaller�

material a
�� bl�
cD�

dL�

��m� �nm� �cm�s��� �nm�

Cu ���� ��� ��� ����
���	��� �DB�Ps� ���� ���	�� ����
���	��� �Ps� ���� �������

Fe ��� ���� �� �������
� � �PD� ��� � ���

Al ���� ��� ��� �������
���	��� �DB�Ps� ���� ���	�� ����

Ni ��� ��� ��� ������

V ��� ��� ��� �����

Cr ��� ��� ��� ������

time�independent form which is close to Maxwell�Boltzmann distribution ��� Average value of the
square of the positron thermal velocity is

hv�i � k T

m�
� ������

where T is temperature of the medium� E	ective positron mass m� consists of contribution from
positron band structure and positron�electron correlation ����� Typically in condensed matter
m� � ���m ���� Furthermore root of the mean squared positron velocity v� is introduced as

v� 

p
hv�i� ������

Using of equation ������ and estimation of the positron e�ective mass quoted above yields

v� �nm!ps� � ���
p
T � ������

In a classical picture the movement of the thermalized positron is a nearly isotropic random
walk ����� The mean free path of thermalized positron� i�e� mean distance between two scattering
events� is

l� � v��Ph� ������

where �Ph denotes relaxation time for positron scattering o� phonons� In metals �Ph is of order of
� �� fs ����� Thus the positron mean free path in metals appears to be a few nanometer� Mean free
paths calculated using equation ������ for the metals related to this work are shown in Tab� ���

��



The evolution of the positron spatial distribution f�r� t� is conventionally described by the
di	usion
annihilation equation ��

�f�r� t�

�t
� D�r�f�r� t�� �B �K�r�� f�r� t��r�vd�r�f�r� t�� � fi�r� t�� ������

where D� is the positron di	usion coe�cient and vd is the positron drift velocity due to external

elds� The annihilation rate of free �delocalized� positron is denoted by B � Trapping rate at
defects K�r� is in general case spatial dependent� The source term is denoted by fi�r� t�� The
di�usion equation is often solved at time�independent steady�state limit which reads as

D�r�f�r�� �B �K�r��f�r��r�vd�r�f�r�� � fi�r� � �� ������

The semiclassical random walk theory gives for the positron di�usion coe�cient expression

D� �
�


v�l� �

�


v���Ph� �����

In solids D� reaches the values in the range ��� �  cm
�s�� at room temperature� The di�usion

constant may be equivalently expressed by Einstein relation

D� �
kT

m�
�Ph� ������

The relaxation time �Ph for positron scattering o� phonons can be calculated using the deformation
potential approximation ����

�Ph �

r
�	

�

"h s

�m�kT ������
� ������

where s is the sound velocity in the medium and � the positron�phonon coupling constant� In the
standard deformation potential approximation ����

�� �
E�
d

�ds
� ������

where d is density of the material and Ed the deformation potential constant which is de
ned as

Ed � V
�E�

�V
� ������

The symbol E� denotes the total energy of the crystal with the positron in its lowest state �Bloch
state at k � ��� and V is the crystal volume� In metals Ed is typically of the order of � �

�EF �
where EF is the Fermi energy ���� Positron di�usion constants calculated using equation ������
are listed in Tab� ��� Some experimental values of D� found in literature are also included for
comparison� We can see that there is relatively good agreement with the experimental values�
Positron scattering o� phonons leads to temperature dependence of the di�usion coe�cient ���

D� � �p
T
� ������

The mean di	usion length L� of positron is de
ned as the mean distance from the point of
thermalization which the positron reaches by di�usion movement� This quantity is related to the
di�usion coe�cient by the relation ��

L� �
p
D��f � ������

where �f is the e�ective lifetime of a free �delocalized� positron

�f � B �K�r�� �����

�



The values of the di�usion length for some metals are listed in Tab� ��� Clearly L� determines
the region in the medium which is probed by single positron during its lifetime�

The wavelength of thermalized positron

��nm� �
�	"h

m�v�
� ���

s
�� �K�

T �K�
�����

is signi
cantly greater than the lattice constant �a � ������� nm� in solids� Thermalized positrons
in condensed matter therefore behave as waves and we speak about free or delocalized positrons�
Note that wavelength of proton is more than three orders of magnitude shorter� It means that
behavior of thermalized hydrogen atom and all other atoms is close to heavy classical particles�
Hence positron scans in the material volume approximately ��L�� i�e� region contains about ��

	

atoms� From Tab� ��� it is clear that in metals

�



� L� � l� � �� �����

It means that positron �ies the largest distance �in average a hundreds of �m� in a metal during
its thermalization� It ensures that PAS provides non�local information about microstructure of
studied material� Thermalized positron in defect�free material scans distance of a hundreds of nm�
its mean free path is a few nm and wavelength a few tenths of nm�

��� Positron states in solids

Ab�initio determination of positron states in solids is possible on the basis of generalization of the
density
functional theory ��� � ��� In the two�component density�functional theory the ground
state energy of a system of electrons and positrons in an external potential Vext is written as a
function of the electron �n�� and positron �n�� densities

E�n�� n�� � F �n�� � F �n��

�
R
�n��r�� n��r�� Vext�r� dr

� R R n�
r�n�
r
�

�

jr�r
� j

drdr
�

�Ee�p
c �n�� n���

����

where F �n� denotes the following one�component functional for electrons or positrons

F �n� � T �n� �
�

�

Z Z
n�r�n�r

�

�

jr� r� j drdr
�

�Exc�n�� �����

T �n� is the kinetic energy of non�interacting electrons or positrons and Exc�n� is the exchange

correlation energy between indistinguishable particles� Ee�p

c �n�� n�� in equation ���� is the
electron
positron correlation
energy functional� The ground state electron and positron densities
minimizing E�n�� n�� can be calculated by a generalized Kohn�Sham method ���� which requires
solving of the following set of one�particle Schr#odinger equations for electrons and positrons

��
�
r��i�r� �

�
�Exc�n��

�n��r�
�$�r� � �Ee�p

c �n�� n��

�n��r�

�
�i�r� � �i�i�r�� �����

��
�
r���

i �r� �

�
�Exc�n��

�n��r�
� $�r� �

�Ee�p
c �n�� n��

�n��r�

�
��
i �r� � ��i �

�
i �r�� �����

where

$�r� �

Z �n��r�� � n��r
�

� � n��r
�

�

jr� r� j dr
�

�����

��



is the total Coulomb potential and n��r� denotes the �positive� charge density providing the
external potential Vext� The electron and positron densities are calculated by summing over the
occupied states

n��r� �
X

�i�EF

j�i�r�j�� n��r� �

N�X
i

j��
i �r�j�� �����

where EF is the Fermi energy and N� number of positrons� Usually there are not more than one
positron at a given time in the sample� i�e� the number of positrons N� � � and

n��r� � j��
� �r�j�� �����

In order to solve the equations ����� ���� it is necessary to know the exchange�correlation
energy Exc�n� and the electron�positron correlation energy functional E

e�p
c �n�� n��� The local den


sity approximation �LDA� is often used� The exchange�correlation energy is in LDA approximated
as

Exc�n� �

Z
n�r��xc �n�r�� dr� ������

where �xc�n� is the exchange�correlation energy per particle in homogeneous electron gas and it is
known from Monte�Carlo simulation ��� �� ��� The functional derivative of Exc�n� is called the
exchange�correlation potential

�xc�n� �
�Exc�n�

�n�r�
�

� �n�xc�n��

�n
� ������

The interpolation formula giving the electron�positron correlation energy functional was found by
Boro�nski and Nieminen ����

The positron annihilation rate  is proportional to the overlap of positron and electron densities�
In the LDA approximation ��

 � 	r��c

Z
n��r�n��r�g��%n�� n�� dr� ������

where g��%n�� n�� is the electron�positron pair correlation function evaluated at the positron
in a homogeneous two�component plasma with positron density n� and electron density n��
A practical interpolation formula for g��%n�� n�� was presented in ���� Furthermore r� is the
classical electron radius and c is the speed of light�

����� Delocalized positron

In the case of delocalized positron in a perfect lattice n� is vanishingly small at every point of the
�in
nite� lattice� Kohn�Sham equations ����� ���� obtain substantially simpler form

��
�
r��i�r� � ��xc �n��r�� �$�r���i�r� � �i�i�r�� �����

��
�
r���

i �r� � �$�r� � Vcorr �n��r����
�
i �r� � �i�

�
i �r�� ������

The correlation potential Vcorr is the zero�positron�density limit of the electron�positron correlation

potential
�Ee�p

c �n��n�
�n�
r� and it is equal to the correlation energy for a delocalized positron in a

homogeneous electron gas� A practical form of Vcorr is the parametrization by Boro�nski and
Nieminen ����
The annihilation rate of delocalized positron may be calculated from positron and electron

densities according to equation ������

 � 	r��c

Z
n��r�n��r���n�� dr� ������

��



Table ��� The positron bulk lifetimes �B � the Wigner�Seitz radius RS and the Fermi energy EF �

material EF Rs ���� �B �ps�

�eV� �a�� LDA ��� GGA ���� experimental

Cu ����� ��� ��� ��� ��� ����
��� ����
��� ����

Fe ����� ���� ��� ��� ��� ����
��� ���
��� ����

Al ����� ���� ��� �� �� ����
��� ����

Ni ����� ���� �� ��� �� ����
��� ����

Cr ����� ���� ��� ��� ����

V ����� ���� ��� ��� �� ����

where
��n�� � lim

n���
g��%n�� n��� ������

Thus ��n�� is zero�positron�density limit of the pair�correlation function and it is called the
enhancement factor of the electron density at the positron� The interpolation formula of the
enhancement factor was given also by Boro�nski and Nieminen ���� Note that enhancement of the
annihilation rate due to the enhancement factor is substantial ����
Hence the electron density in the in
nite lattice is not disturbed due to positron� besides the

short�range pile�up �enhancement� at the positron site� Therefore the average electron density can
be calculated 
rst without any in�uences due to the positron� The positron state is calculated
by taking the electron pile�up into account as lowering of the energy �correlation energy�� which
in a given point depends on the electron density at that point only �LDA�� Finally the positron
annihilation rate is calculated using equation �������
The inverse value of the delocalized positron annihilation rate B is called positron bulk life�

time �B

�B �
�

B
� ������

Dependence of the positron bulk lifetimes calculated using LDA approximation ��� on the Wigner�
Seitz radius RS �radius of hypothetic sphere contained just one conduction e

� expressed in units of
the Bohr radius a�� is shown in Fig� ���� The experimental values taken from ���� are also included
in this 
gure for comparison� The interval ��� � Rs � ���� which is most interesting for us� is
zoomed in Fig� ���� The positron bulk lifetimes for metals of interest in this work are collected in
the Tab� ���� The theoretical values calculated in the frame of LDA were taken from ��� while the
experimental ones were taken mostly from ����� The Fermi energy and the Wigner�Seitz radius
Rs for the metals related to this work are also listed in Tab� ����
The positron bulk lifetimes calculated using LDA appears to be systematically lower that

the experimental ones� It is caused by the fact that LDA overestimates the electron�positron
correlation energy and the enhancement factor ��� Therefore the gradient correction for the
correlation energy was introduced in so called generalized gradient approximation �GGA� �����
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Figure ��� Dependence of the positron bulk lifetime on the Wigner�Seitz radius� Theoretical
values ��� were calculated using LDA in ���� experimental values �� were taken from �����

The gradient correction should reduce the electron density near the positron and thereby decrease
the enhancement factor and increase the positron lifetime� In the GGA the correlation potential
and the enhancement factor become also function of the gradient of the electron density� i�e�
Vcorr�n��rn��� ��n��rn��� The positron bulk lifetimes calculated by GGA in ���� are shown in
Tab� ����

�� Positron trapping into defects

The potential sensed by the positron at open�volume defects �e�g� monovacancies� vacancy clusters
etc�� is lowered due to reduction in the repulsion by the positive ion cores� As a result a localized
positron state at the defect with a lower energy eigenvalue than a state delocalized over the lattice
can exist� Transition from the delocalized state into the localized one is called positron trapping �
The energy di�erence between localized and delocalized state of the positron �positron binding
energy for the defect� is transferred to the host solid�

Transport of positron from the point of thermalization to the vicinity of a trap and transition
from delocalized to trapped state is necessary for positron trapping in defect� Clearly two limit
cases may occur
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Figure �� Dependence of the positron bulk lifetime on the Wigner�Seitz radius� zoomed for
��� � Rs � ���� Theoretical values ��� were calculated using LDA in ���� experimental values ��
were taken from �����

�� di	usion
limited regime� when trapping is essentially controlled by transport factors� The
transport factors �di�usion of positron to the neighbourhood of defect� are likely to be
dominant when the transition rate from a free to a trapped state for a positron already
present in the vicinity of a trap is so high that the stochastic positron density is depleted
around the defect� Typical example is positron trapping at grain boundaries ���� or in larger
precipitates �����

�� transition
limited regime or propagation regime when positron motion may be described as
a Bloch wave propagation� Positron trapping in monovacancies is an example of transition�
limited regime �����

In practical situation any intermediate case is possible�

In the case of transition�limited regime the link between positron states in the specimen and
experimental positron lifetime spectrum is provided by the simple trapping model �STM� ����� Let
m�t� denotes the probability that positron will be alive in the specimen at time t� In the case
of ideal crystal� i�e� if no defect is presented in the specimen� positrons will be delocalized in
the material� The time when positron thermalization is accomplished is chosen as t � �� Thus

��



m�t � �� � �� The probability m�t� decreases exponentially with time

m�t� � e��Bt� ������

where B is the annihilation rate of delocalized positron�
If the specimen contains N types of defects which are capable to capture a positron then

m�t� �

NX
i��

mi�t�� ������

where m��t� and mi�t� �i � �� denotes the probability that positron is alive as free or trapped at
i�th kind of defect� respectively� at time t� The kinetic equations for the trapping process may
be written as

dmi�t�

dt
� �

�
	i � NX

j ��i

Kij



Ami�t� �

NX
j ��i

Kjimj�t�� ������

Above i �i � �� denotes the annihilation rate of positron trapped by i�th type of defect� The
annihilation rate of delocalized positron

B 
 �� ������

Kij is the positron transition rate from i�th state to j�th state� where delocalized positron is
denoted by i � � and positron trapped by k�th defect by i � k� It should by pointed out that
restriction only to the transition�limited regime causes that the transition rates have no spatial
dependence�
Usually the binding energy of trapped positron to the defect is large enough �a few eV� and

detrapping �i�e� escape from the trap� is negligible� It means that Kij � � for all i � �� j � ��
The equations ������ may be rewritten as

dm�
t�
dt � �

�
B �

NP
j ���

K�j

�
m��t�

dmj
t�
dt � �jmj�t� �K�jm��t� j � �� �� � � � � N�

������

Furthermore we assume that there is no trapping of non�thermalized positrons� i�e�

m��t � �� � �� mj�t � �� � �� j � �� �� � � � � N� �����

The solution of equations ������ with boundary conditions ����� gives for the probability m�t�

m�t� �

�
��� NX

j ���

K�j

B � j � �


� e��f t � NX

j ���

K�j

B � j � �
e��jt� ������

where � �
PN

j ���K�j and f � B � � is the e�ective annihilation rate of free positrons�
The measured quantity in positron lifetime measurements is the time when positron annihilates�

t � � corresponds to positron emission� It means that the shape of positron lifetime spectrum S
is

S�t� � �dm�t�

dt
� ������

The real positron lifetime spectrum is convolution of S with resolution function of the spectrometer�
Moreover background arises from random coincidences and the contribution of the positrons which
annihilated in the source is added� From equations ������ ����� it is clear that the shape of positron
lifetime spectrum predicted by STM is sum of exponential components

S�t� � f I�e
��f t �

NX
j��

jIje
��jt� ������

��



where the relative intensities of the defect components are

Ij �
K�j

B � j � �
� j � �� �� � � � � N� ������

The 
rst component I� � ��
PN

j�� Ij belongs to free �delocalized� positrons�
The useful test of self�consistency of STM application is relation

NX
j��

jIj � B � ������

where i� Ii are measured in material with defects� while B is determined experimentally or
theoretically for defect�free material� By self�consistency we mean the justi
cation that the as�
sumptions which lead to equations ������ ����� i�e� transition�limited regime� no prethermal
trapping and no detrapping� are ful
lled� Non�equality in relation ������ may also suggest that
there is more than N types of defects in the specimen�
The trapping ratesK�j are directly connected with the concentration cj of j�th type of defect�

K�j � �jcj � ������

The quantity �j is called speci�c trapping rate � or trapping coe�cient� and it expresses the
positron trapping rate for unit concentration of the j�th type of defect� The speci
c trapping
rate depends on the electronic and atomic structure of the defect and therefore it is characteristic
quantity for a given type of defect� In general the speci
c trapping rate may� however� depend also
on temperature of the material because it determines the energy distribution of the thermalized
positrons� Thus positron lifetime measurement is capable of giving the information about local
electronic structure of the defects� Moreover identi
cation of the defects presented in the specimen
and calculation of the concentrations of di�erent types of the defects is possible as well�
Positron di�usion to the defects does not limit the trapping rate in the transition�limited

regime� Therefore the speci
c positron trapping rate is directly the transition rate between the
delocalized and localized state and it is given by the Fermi golden rule formula �����
In the case of di�usion�limited regime one have to solve the positron di�usion equation �������

The obtained shape of positron lifetime spectrum is� however� an in
nite sum of exponential
components even in the case of single type of defect presented in the material ����� It was shown
by Brandt and Paulin ���� that for single kind of traps the exact solution may be approximated
by formally the same equations as the CTM ones ������ ����� The trapping rate K then does not
have the form ������ but depends also on dimension and shape of a defect and on the positron
di�usion constant D�� The trapping rates for various shapes of traps �precipitates�� cylindrical
pores �dislocations� and spherical voids taken from ���� are shown in Tab� ���� It has to be pointed
out that positron trapping in precipitates is possible only when the positron ground state energy
in a precipitate is lower than that in matrix �see section ������� Nevertheless it was shown by
Dupasquier ���� that the simple approximation used in ���� systematically underestimates intensity
of the defect component�

In the intermediate case� when both the transition of positron to vicinity of a trap and transition
from delocalized to trapped state in�uence the trapping rate signi
cantly� one has to solve the
di�usion equation �������

��� Positron traps in metals

����� Monovacancies

The lifetimes of positrons trapped in monovacancies determined both experimentally and theoret�
ically lie in interval ��� � �� ps for metals� The Positron lifetimes in monovacancies calculated by

��



Table ��� Trapping rates for positron trapping in various defects� The formulas were derived in
���� for di�usion�limited regime�

defect trapping rate K

precipitates&

foil�thickness R� 	�D�

R�


ber �radius R� ���� D�

R�

sphere �radius R� 	�D�

R�

rectangular slab 	�D��X
�� � Y �� � Z���

�dimensions X � Y � Z�

cylindrical pores �	
D�

ln
��
	
r���

�dislocations�
�radius r� � � �

	r� � dislocation density�

spherical voids �	rcD�

�radius r� c � �
�

�
	r� � volume concentration of voids�

LDA ���� and the experimental ones are shown in Tab� ��� for the metals relevant to the present
work� The positron binding energy EB for monovacancy is typically a few eV in transition metals
and it is dissipated by the electron�hole excitations ����� Thus detrapping from monovacancies in
metals does not occur� The computed EB values for the metals of interest found in literature are
collected in Tab� ����
It was shown by Hodges ���� that positron trapping in vacancies is transition limited process

and the speci
c trapping rate ��V is independent of temperature ���� ��� The same result was
obtained also experimentally ���� ��� ��� Both the calculations based on the Fermi golden rule
���� ��� and the experiments ��� ��� �� have revealed that ��V � ���

�������� s��at� in metals� For
experimental determination of ��V it is necessary to measure independently absolute concentration
of monovacancies in the specimen� The experiments were performed at elevated temperatures
where the equilibrium concentration of monovacancies is high enough to make the contribution of
trapped positrons in PL spectrum signi
cant ���� ���� Kluin et al� ���� have correlated positron
lifetime� dilatometry and lattice parameter experiments� Another way is to perform electron
irradiation at low temperature ���� The irradiation�induced Frenkel pairs are frozen in the lattice
and their concentration may be obtained by measuring the residual resistivity and dividing it by
resistivity of a Frenkel pair� Soma experimental and theoretical values of ��V for the metals of
interest are listed in Tab� ����

The lowest vacancy concentration detected by PL spectroscopy may be estimated using ��state
STM� i�e� equations ����� � ������ where N � �� From eq� ������ one can write

K�v 
 K�� �
I�
I�
�B � ��� ������

If one assume I� � � as a lower limit of relative intensity of the defect component� which
can be resolved in PL spectrum� then eq� ������ gives Kmin

�v � ���� Thus using eq� ������ one
obtain the minimum detectable vacancy concentration cmin

�v � ��	 at���� On the other hand
I� � � represents minimum relative intensity of the free positron component� which can be

��



Table ��� Properties of positrons trapped in metal vacancies� The lifetimes of positrons trapped
in monovacancies � theor��V and the binding energies EB were calculated using LDA approach in
����� Some results obtained by another approximation are added for comparison� �exp��V denotes
the experimental lifetime of positrons trapped in vacancies� The speci
c trapping rates ��V were
calculated using the Fermi golden rule or determined experimentally using electron irradiation
experiment �e� irr�� or dilatometry and lattice parameter measurement �'l�l �'a�a��

material � theor��V �LDA� ���� �exp��V EB ���� ��V
�ps� �ps� �eV� ����� s��at��

Cu ��� ��� ���� ��� ���	��� �'l�l�'a�a�����
��� ���� ��� ����

Fe ��� ��� ���� �� ��	� �e� irr�� ���
��� ���� ��� ����

Al �� ��� ���� �� ��� �theory� ����
��� ���� ��� ���� ��� ����

�� ����
���� ���

Ni ��� ��� ���� ���

Cr ��� ��� ���� ���

V ��� ��� ���� ���

resolved in PL spectrum� Using the same procedure as above it leads to maximum detectable
vacancy concentration cmax

�v � ���� at���� It means that if c�v � cmax
�v almost all positrons will be

trapped at monovacancies �saturated trapping� and determination of vacancy concentration will
be impossible�

����� Vacancy clusters

The lifetimes of positrons trapped in small vacancy clusters were calculated in ���� using LDA
approach� As the lattice relaxation around the cluster has relatively small in�uence on positron
annihilation parameters� it was not included in the calculations� The results show that the lifetime
of positron trapped by divacancy does not di�er a lot from that for monovacancy �increase about
�� ps for Fe and �� ps for Al�� The lifetime increases rapidly when the cluster grows into two�
dimensional trivacancy and further to three�dimensional tetravacancy ����� For large clusters
the lifetime saturates around ��� ps� Dependence of positron lifetime in vacancy clusters on free
volume of the cluster expressed as number of vacancies which forms the cluster is shown in Fig� ����
The lifetimes were taken from �����

The speci
c trapping rate �NV for small �N � ��� spherical clusters of N vacancies may be
approximated as

�NV � N��V � ������

The trapping rate to larger vacancy clusters the size of which is comparable to � becomes limited
also by positron transport to vicinity of the defect ����� Thus the trapping process is shifted from
the transition�limited regime into the intermediate regime� For large voids the trapping may be
limited mainly by positron di�usion to the defect� As the result of it� the positron speci
c trapping
rate �NV becomes dependent on temperature�
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Figure ��� Dependence of the lifetime of positron trapped in vacancy cluster consists of N va�
cancies� The �NV values were calculated in LDA approximation in ����� The solid lines are only to
guide the eye� The deviations from the smooth curve re�ect the discrete structures of the clusters�

����� Dislocations

Theoretical calculations have revealed that dislocation line is only shallow trap for positrons ����
��� ��� �binding energy � ��� eV�� On the other hand the lifetimes of trapped positrons observed
in plastically deformed metals ���� ��� ��� ��� ��� are only slightly lower than the lifetimes of
positrons trapped in vacancies� Smedskjaer ���� suggested that the pure dislocation line is a weak
positron trap� and explained the long lifetimes seen in experiments by point�like defects �vacancies�
jogs� associated with the dislocation� For example the binding energy of ���� eV for vacancy to
the edge�dislocation line was calculated in ��� for Fe� Once a positron arrives at the core of
a dislocation� it di�uses very quickly �pipe di�usion� until it 
nds a vacancy attached to the
dislocation or a jog of the dislocation� it is trapped and annihilates there ����� This explanation
was supported also by further calculations ���� ��� Calculated lifetimes of positrons trapped in
dislocations and corresponding binding energies are listed in Tab� ���� The trapping rate for the

nal states in dislocations is limited by number of dislocations and it is possible to determine the
dislocation density in the specimen from positron lifetime measurements�

The speci
c trapping rate �D for dislocations were obtained by correlation of positron life�

�



Table ��� Calculated lifetimes � and binding energies EB of positrons trapped in core region of
dislocation line and in defects associated with dislocation� The values were taken from ��� ����

Annihilation site � EB

�ps� �eV�

Fe ���

edge dislocation line ���
jog on the edge dislocation line ���
vacancy on the edge dislocation line ���

Cu ����

����� dislocation line ��� ����
vacancy on the ����� dislocation line ��� ���
vacancy in the stacking�fault region ��� ���

Al ����

����� dislocation line ��� ���
vacancy on the ����� dislocation line ��� ���
jog of the ����� dislocation line ��� ��
����� dislocation loop ��� ���

time measurement and transmission electron microscopy �TEM� or other techniques capable of
determining dislocation density �e�g� X�ray di�raction pro
le� ���� ���� In metals �D lies in the
range ��������� m�s��� Thermally activated detrapping of positrons trapped in dislocation core
�initial shallow trap� may occur at elevated temperatures which makes �D temperature dependent
����� The experimental lifetimes of positrons trapped in dislocations and the speci
c positron trap�
ping rates for dislocations at room temperature are collected in Tab� ���� The di�erent lifetimes
for screw and edge dislocations in Fe single�crystal were reported in ����� see Tab ���� According to
this work edge dislocations exhibit larger speci
c trapping rate �D and lifetime than the edge ones�
Similarly as for vacancies in the previous section� it can be shown that the minimum dislocation
density detectable by PL spectroscopy is �D � ���� m��� On the other hand� if �D � ���� m��
almost all positrons are trapped at dislocations �saturated trapping� and only the contribution of
the trapped positrons is resolved in PL spectrum�

����� Grain boundaries

Positron may be trapped by grain boundary �GB� in metals� Nevertheless trapping in GB(s
is likely only when mean linear dimension of grains do not exceed a few �m� It means the
grain size is comparable to �or smaller than� the positron di�usion length L� and some fraction
of positrons have a chance to reach GB by di�usion motion� Positron trapping in GB(s plays
therefore signi
cant role in nanocrystalline materials �see section �� It is clear that transport
of a positron to GB limits substantially the positron trapping rate in GB(s� Therefore usually
the positron�di�usion equation ������ is used in the interpretation of positron lifetime spectra of
positrons trapped in GB(s �e�g� ������
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Table �� Lifetimes �D and speci
c trapping rates �D for positrons trapped in dislocations�

material �D �D
�ps� ����� m�s���

Cu ���	� ���� ����	���� ����
��� ����

Fe screw disl� ��� ���� ���� ����
Fe edge disl� ��� ���� ���� ����
Fe ��� ���

Al �� ���� ���� ����
��� ����
���	� ����
���	� ����
���	� ����

����� Precipitates

The relative values of the energy eigenvalue for the ground state of delocalized positron in di�erent
materials are di�erent� It makes possible positron trapping in a precipitate with lower level of the
positron ground state energy�

Table ��� The positron a�nities A� calculated in ���� and the experimental ones taken from �����
a The experimental values were deduced in ���� from the measured positronium formation poten�
tials �see ���� and the references therein��

material Atheor�
� ���� Aexp�

�

�eV� �eV�

Cu ����� ���� ����� ����a

Fe ����
Al ����� ���a

Ni ����� ��� ����� ����a

Cr ����� ����a

V ����

Common reference energy level� so called crystal zero can be uniquely de
ned for both electrons
and positrons in perfect solids� Therefore the energy levels in the calculations are measured relative
to this internal quantity� The electron chemical potential �� is de
ned as the distance of the Fermi
level from the crystal zero �see Fig� ������ Similarly� the distance of the lowest positron energy
level from the crystal zero de
nes the positron chemical potential �� �see Fig� ������ The
crystal zero is related to the Coulomb potential and it can be de
ned for example as the average
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Figure ���� Electrons and positron potentials and energy levels near a metal surface� ' is
the dipole potential at the surface� $��$� denote the electron and positron work functions�
respectively� �� and �� are the electron and positron chemical potentials� respectively� Arrows
pointing upwards and downwards denote positive and negative quantities� respectively�

electrostatic potential in the in
nite lattice� or the average value of the electrostatic potential
on the surface of the Wigner�Seitz cell� When the solid is considered to have a surface facing
the vacuum� the distance from the electrostatic potential level� which a test charge feels in the
vacuum �the vacuum level� to the crystal zero is the surface dipole potential ' �see Fig� ������
An electron and a positron have the same absolute value of ' but the signs are opposite due to
opposite electron and positron charges� The distance between the absolute Fermi energy level and
the vacuum level de
nes electron work function $� ��

$� � '� ��� ������

The positron work function $� is the di�erence between the lowest energy state level and the
vacuum level ��

$� � �'� ��� �����

Both the $�� $� are measurable quantities and do not depend on the position of the crystal zero�

In the case of two metals A and B in contact the Fermi levels equalize themselves over the
interface� As a result an interface dipole with potential di�erence �A���B� is formed �see Fig� ������
The di�erence between the lowest positron energies on the di�erent sides of the interface is ��

'EA�B
� � EA

� �EB
� � �A� � �B� � �A� � �B�� ������

It is useful to de
ne the following quantity which is called the positron a�nity A�

A� � �� � ��� ������

The positron a�nity is a bulk property of a given homogeneous material and it is not related
to the interface between two materials� The more negative the positron a�nity is� the deeper is
the positron energy level in the solid� The di�erence of the lowest positron energies between two
materials in contact now can be written as

'EA�B
� � AA

� �AB
�� ������

��



The positron a�nities for some metals calculated in ���� are shown in Tab� ���� It is possible to
obtain the positron a�nity also experimentally from the positron and electron work functions

A� � �� � �� � �$� � $�� ������

The experimental values are included in Tab� ��� as well�
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Figure ���� Electron and positron potentials and energy levels near a junction of two metals
A� B� �A�� �

A
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B
� denote the electron and positron chemical potential for metal A and B�

respectively�

Only if the di�erence between positron a�nity to host matrix and to a precipitate is positive�
the precipitate attracts the positron and localization or trapping in the precipitate is possible�
Despite of this the size of the precipitate is required to be large enough for positron to be trapped�
In the case of spherical potential� the minimum radius for a bound state is ���

rc �nm� � ��� �
p
'A �eV�� ������

where 'A is the a�nity di�erence between the matrix and the precipitate�
It should be pointed out that positrons may be trapped also by mis
t defects in matrix�

precipitate interface �e�g� ����� or by defects inside a precipitate despite of the a�nity to the
precipitate�
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� Measurement Techniques of Positron

Annihilation Spectroscopy

Various measurement techniques are used in the 
eld of positron annihilation �for description see
���� ���� The two methods used in this work are described in the following sections�

��� Positron Lifetime Measurement

The physical principle of positron lifetime �PL� measurement is elucidated in Fig� ��� The actual

x

�

�
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������������������������������������������

b e�
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���	
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Figure ��� Principle of positron lifetime measurement� ��Na ��� source is considered�

lifetimes of individual positrons in sample are measured� i�e� PL spectrum represents histogram of
positron lifetimes in the sample� In order to obtain lifetime of given positron� information about
the time when positron emission occurs is necessary� This information �so called start signal�
is carried out by photon produced in de�excitation of daughter nucleus created in ��� decay of
positron source� Therefore only ��� sources with secondary photons emitted simultaneously with
positron can be used in PL measurements �see Tab� ����� Usually ��Na is used� This ��� source
is also considered in Fig� ��� The measured lifetime of given positron is then time delay t between
detection of start signal and one of the annihilation photons �stop signal��

Because of constant annihilation rate  in given positron state� the probability that positron
is alive decreases exponentially with time �see section ���� therefore PL spectrum is usually a
superposition of exponential components� The lifetime � of positrons in given state is de
ned as
inverse of the corresponding annihilation rate  of this state� i�e� � 
 ���
The PL spectrometer is shown schematically in Fig� ��� The start and stop photons are

detected by start and stop detector� respectively� The detector consists of fast scintillator �S�
coupled to fast photomultiplier �PMT�� Usually fast plastic scintillators �e�g� NE���� PilotU�
���� �� ��� or BaF� crystals are used ����� Fast signals from PMTs �rise time a few ps� fed
constant�fraction�discriminators �CFD� to produce fast logical time signals� These are led to a
time�to�amplitude converter �TAC�� the output of which is proportional to the time interval t
between start and stop signals� The amplitude of the signal from TAC is then digitized by analog�
to�digital converter �ADC� and it is in stored computer� This setup described in Fig� �� is called
fast
fast �FF� coincidence system� The CFD units can usually work also in di�erential mode�
which provides also coarse energy selection of input pulses in the FF spectrometers� However�
some distortions of PL spectrum may be present due to imperfect energy selection of input pulses�
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Figure ��� Schematic description of the fast�fast PL spectrometer�
S � scintillator� PMT � fast photomultiplier� CFD � constant�fraction�discriminator� TAC � time�
to�amplitude converter� ADC � analog�to�digital converter� PC � personal computer�

The distortions are connected especially with undesired detection of photons scattered between
detectors �for details see appendix A� section ����� and lead to spurious generally non�exponential
structures in PL spectrum� For these reasons fast
slow �FS� coincidence system is used when high
precision of positron lifetimes and relative intensities of spectral components is required� The FS
spectrometer is schematically shown in Fig� �� It consists of fast circuit which is the same as in the
FF spectrometer� Contrary to the FF arrangement� slow circuit is added� The slow circuit works
with slow signals �pulse width hundreds of ns�� The slow signal from PMT is 
rstly ampli
ed and
shaped in spectroscopy ampli
er �SA� and subsequently led into single�channel analyzer �SCA�
which provide precise energy selection� For ��Na source the energy window of the SCA for the
slow start and stop signal is adjusted at energy ���� keV and ��� keV� respectively� The output
of TAC is then gated by coincidence unit �Coinc� in the slow branch� It means that the output
pulse from TAC is accepted only if amplitude of start and stop signals lie in the range selected by
the windows of the SCAs in the slow circuit�

Most important parameters of PL spectrometer are timing resolution and count rate� i�e� num�
ber of coincidences per unit time� The timing resolution of PL spectrometer is expressed as FWHM
of response function of spectrometer to prompt coincidence of start and stop signal� Note that
timing resolution depends on energy of start and stop photon� Measured PL spectrum is convo�
lution of ideal spectrum with resolution function of spectrometer� therefore the timing resolution
for ��� source used is obtained from deconvolution of the spectrum� As ��Na is usually used� the
timing resolutions of PL spectrometers are mostly expressed for ��Na� The timing resolutions of
most of PL spectrometers in the world lie between ��� and �� ps�

��� Doppler Broadening Spectroscopy

Kinetic energy of thermalized positron in the laboratory frame is negligible compared to that
of surrounding electrons� Therefore momentum p of the annihilating electron�positron pair is
determined by momentum of electron� The kinetic energy of annihilating pair is typically a
few eV� The energy of annihilating photons in center�of�mass frame of the annihilation pair is
mc� � ��� keV� where mc� denotes the rest energy of electron� and the photons are moving
into opposite directions� In the laboratory frame the annihilation photons� however� deviate from
anticollinearity due to nonzero momentum of annihilating pair� The vector diagram of momentum
conservation in the �� � annihilation process is shown in Fig� ��� Longitudinal and transverse
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Figure ��� Schematic description of the fast�slow PL spectrometer�
S � scintillator� PMT � fast photomultiplier� CFD � constant�fraction�discriminator� TAC � time�
to�amplitude converter� ADC � analog�to�digital converter� SA � spectroscopy ampli
er� SCA �
single�channel analyzer� Coinc � coincidence unit� PC � personal computer�

component of momentum p are denoted as pL and pT � respectively� The motion of the annihilating
pair also causes a Doppler shift in the energy of annihilation photons measured in the laboratory
system� The frequency shift '��� � vL�c� where the longitudinal center�of�mass velocity vL of
the pair equals pL��m� The Doppler energy shift 'E�E � '���� therefore

'E �
vL
c
E � c

pL
�
� ����

Thus the Doppler energy shift is proportional to longitudinal component of momentum of an�
nihilation pair and it therefore re�ects the momentum distribution of electrons in matter� The
magnitude of the Doppler energy shift can be estimated from the Heissenberg uncertainty relation

'p'x � "h � ����

where the uncertainty of coordination is of order of atomic size 'x � ��� nm� On the basis of the
uncertainty relation and eq� ���� the Doppler shift of energy 'E � � keV is expected�
The Doppler shift of results in broadening of peak ��� keV in energy spectrum of annihilation

� rays� The line shape of this peak gives information about distribution of longitudinal component
of momentum of annihilating pair� The system for measuring of line shape of annihilation peak
is shown schematically in Fig� ��� High�resolution solid�state detector �usually high�purity
germanium �HPGe� detector� is used for detection of annihilation � ray� The signal from the
detector is led through preampli
er �PA� into spectroscopy ampli
er �SA� where it is ampli
ed
and shaped� The output signal from SA is digitized by analog�to�digital converter �ADC� and
stored in computer �PC�� Energy resolution of HPGe detectors lie around � keV at energy ��� keV�
Note that even relatively small drift of the annihilation peak position during measurement can
severely destroy information obtained from the spectrum� Therefore� stabilization of the spectrum
is necessary� In our case the Doppler�broadening �DB� measurement consists of a number of
separate steps� One step usually takes a half of hour� Partial spectrum obtained in given step
is 
rstly shifted by similar computer procedure as that for PL spectra in order to compensate
possible time drift of the peak� Total spectrum is then sum of shifted partial spectra from all the
steps� Detailed description of DB spectrometer used in the present work is given in appendixes G
and H�
Typical annihilation peak for metallic samples is shown schematically in Fig� �� and it consists

of central parabolic part and broader gaussian tails ����� The central parabolic part represents
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Figure ��� The schematic description of Doppler broadening spectrometer� PA � preampli
er�
SA � spectroscopy ampli
er� ADC � analog�to�digital converter� PC � personal computer�

contribution of positrons annihilating with conduction electrons� As momentum of core electrons
is higher than that of conduction electrons� positron annihilations with core electrons contribute
to the gaussian tails of the annihilation peak� A positron trapped in a defect sees reduced electron
density� Normally density of core electrons is reduced signi
cantly greater then that of conduction
ones� It result in remarkable narrowing of annihilation peak with increasing concentration of
positron traps�
The shape of the annihilation peak is described by so called S and W parameters� The S

parameter is de
ned as relative area of the central part of the peak� On the other hand� W
parameter represents relative area of gaussian tails of the peak� see Fig� ��� Clearly� the S
parameter is a measure of positrons� which annihilate with the conduction electrons� while the
W parameter represents a measure of positrons annihilating with the core electrons� Increasing
number of defects in the material causes usually increase of the S parameter and decrease of the
W parameter� Note that there is no general rule where exactly to place the boarders of areas
used for calculation of S and W parameters� Usually the boarders are chosen in order to obtained
maximal sensitivity of the parameters �it is usually for S � ��� ��� ���� to the studied changes in
the material and it di�ers from sample to sample�
Important task in analyse of DB spectra represents subtraction of background� which has to be

made prior to calculation of the line shape parameters� The spectral background in the region of
the peak consists of three components& �i� the pulses related to radiation from other sources �i�e�
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Figure ��� Schematic plot of the annihilation peak� Filled areas illustrate typical regions used
for calculation of W parameter� Hatched area represents the region used for determination of S
parameter�

the background radiation�� �ii� the pulses from higher energy ��rays �if any� from the positron
source� for example ���� keV ��rays for the ��Na source� and �iii� the pulses from annihilation
��rays� but for which enough energy is lost from sensitive volume of the detector to put the count
in the spectral distribution below the peak� A number of step�like functions� which approximate
the spectral background� was suggested� see ���� and references therein� Comparison performed in
���� has revealed that these function are quite similar�

��� Methodological Development Performed in The Present

Work

PL spectrometer with excellent timing resolution of ��� ps achieved at relatively high coincidence
counting rate of �� coinc�!s was employed in the present work� Detailed description of the PL
spectrometer is given in appendix A� The superior timing resolution of the PL spectrometer
is crucial for proper detection of free positron component in experimental spectra� In metallic
materials with relatively high density of defects� the free positron component is usually weak and
exhibits lifetime well below ��� ps� Proper determination of lifetime and relative intensity of the
free positron component is necessary for application of the trapping models� Hence� success of
investigations in the present work could be achieved to large extent due to high resolution of the
PL spectrometer�
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It was found that long�term continuous exploitation of the PL spectrometer causes deterioration
of its timing properties� Processes responsible for this undesired deterioration as well as procedures
for its remedy were investigated in the present work� Results of these investigations are explained
in appendix A� It was found that worsening of the timing resolution is caused by decreasing gain
of fast photomultipliers �PMT�� The deterioration of PMT(s gain during long�term exploitation
occurs due to damage of dynode surfaces caused by incident photoelectrons� The rate of the
deterioration depends on voltage distribution along the dynode chain� The surface damage seems
to be irreversible� however� remedy of deteriorated PMT(s gain can be achieved by increasing of
interdynode voltages� as was successfully applied on our PL spectrometer� see appendix A� The
investigations performed in the present work have clearly shown that important parameter of each
developed voltage divider is not only initial timing resolution obtained with it� but also long�term
stability of this timing resolution� Four voltage dividers were tested in the present work� see
appendix A� and optimal divider with su�cient timing resolution as well as its long�term stability
was chosen� If gain of a PMT is insu�cient to excite a CFD� it is possible to use fast preampli
er
in order to increase amplitude of the fast signal� Use of fast preampli
er may improve signal�
to�noise ratio and its positive impact on timing resolution was checked in the present work� see
appendix A�
A modi
cation of conventional fast�slow con
guration of PL spectrometer was developed in

the present work� Detailed description this modi
ed PL spectrometer and results of its tests are
given in appendix B� The modi
cation consists in summing of energy signals in the slow circuit�
The sum of start and stop energy signals is ampli
ed and shaped in spectroscopy ampli
er �SA�
and lead to timing single channel analyzer �TSCA� with energy window adjusted to energy sum
of the annihilation and the start ��ray� i�e� ��� keV � ���� keV �for ��Na�� The TAC signal form
the fast branch is accepted only when the sum of the energy signals falls to the energy window
of TSCA� The main advantage of the modi
ed arrangement is improved throughput of the slow
branch� As a result the coincidence count rate is enhanced almost by factor of two� keeping the
excellent timing resolution unchanged� see appendix B�
Irradiated RPV steels contains signi
cant amount of ��Co activity� The ��Co nucleus decays

by almost simultaneous emission of two ��rays with energies ��� keV and �� keV� It is well�
known that the two prompt photons emitted by ��Co causes substantial distortion of measured PL
spectra ����� which does not allow PLmeasurements of irradiated RPV steels using conventional PL
spectrometers� Therefore� three�detector PL spectrometer was developed and tested in the present
work� Detailed description of the three�detector PL spectrometer� its tests as well as Monte Carlo
simulations of in�uence of ��Co prompt contribution to 
tted positron lifetimes and intensities are
given in appendix C� The three�detector PL spectrometer accepts only �� coincidences connected
with positron annihilation �i�e� the start � and the two anticollinear annihilation � rays�� In this
way the undesired ��� prompt coincidences from ��Co are suppressed�
The setup of the spectrometer di�ers from the previous one described in Ref� ����� In particular�

both the timing and the energy information of detected ��rays is used for accumulation of PL
spectra free from parasite contribution of the ��Co decay� In addition to the start and the stop
timing detectors �perpendicularly to each other�� third detector was employed� This detector is
placed in face�to�face geometry with the stop detector and detection of the second annihilation ��
ray in this detector� i�e� triple coincidence� is required� see appendix C� As the timing information
is carried by the start and the stop detectors and the third detector serves as a gate checking the
triple coincidence� requirements to timing resolution of the third detector are not high� Therefore�
it is designed to provide precise energy selection� i�e� complementary information to that obtained
the other two detectors� in expanse to timing information� for details see appendix C�
The three�detector PL spectrometer developed in the present work provides decrease of ratio

of ��Co to ��Na by a factor of ���� see appendix C� which is two times higher than the value
provided by spectrometer described in ����� Moreover� timing resolution of our spectrometer was
��� ps which is remarkably better then �� ps reached in ����� Note that recently the timing
resolution of our PL spectrometer of ��� ps was reached due to use of photomultiplier with better
timing properties for detection of the stop ��rays�
The investigation of irradiated RPV steels performed in the present work represents the 
rst





exploitation of the three�detector PL spectrometer in study of these materials�
A new technique for precise absolute di�erential time calibration of TAC�ADC tandem was

realized and tested in the present work� Description of the new calibration technique and its
realization and testing are given in appendix D� The calibration procedure enables to determine
width of each time channel independently� thus� possible non�linearities of TAC or ADC scale
can be revealed� Moreover� the calibration procedure is very �exible and can be performed using
the modular electronic conventionally used in timing measurements� The procedure was used for
time calibration of the PL spectrometer employed in the present work� see appendix D� Width of
each time channel was determined with precision of a few femtosecond� Monte Carlo simulations
performed in the present work� see appendix D� have shown that the calibration technique gives
correct results in practically all realistic conditions�
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� Investigation of Reactor Pressure Vessel Steels


�� Introduction

Low alloy ferritic steels are high strength materials commonly used in construction of nuclear reac�
tor pressure vessels �RPV�� Typical vessel conditions during operation are a temperature around
�� �C and a pressure inside the vessel of �� MPa� Mechanical properties of the material of RPV
represent� therefore� important aspect for safety of nuclear power plants� Favourable mechani�
cal properties of RPV steels� especially tensile properties and fracture toughness� are achieved
by a suitable quenching and tempering treatment of the steels of proper chemical composition�
Chemical composition of some commercial RPV steels is shown in Tab ����

Table ��� The chemical composition �in weight  � of some commercial RPV steels� Base metal is
denoted as BM� while weld metal as WM� a As� ����� wt�� � Co� ����� wt�� � b Solute Al� ����� wt��

Material ��Kh�MFAa Sv���KhMFT ��Kh�NMFA A��Bb A���
Cr�Mo�V Cr�Mo�V Cr�Ni�Mo�V
BM WM BM BM BM

C ���� ��� ���� ���� ����
Si ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
Mn ���� ��� ���� ���� ����
S ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
P ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
Cr ���� ��� ���� ���� ����
Ni ���� � ���� ���� ����
Mo ���� ���� ��� ���� ����
V ��� ���� ���� ���� �
Cu ���� ���� ��� ���� ����

Material of RPV is subjected to irradiation of energetic neutrons �E � ��� MeV� during op�
eration of a reactor� The neutron irradiation results in substantial changes of microstructure of
RPV steels� These microstructural changes cause remarkable deterioration of mechanical prop�
erties of material known as neutron irradiation
induced embrittlement of RPV steels� The em�
brittlement of RPV steels limits signi
cantly lifetime of nuclear reactors� For mainly economical
reasons it is� however� necessary to keep nuclear power plant station at least working to a projected
lifetime of about � years� The operation of reactor must be fully safe during whole this period�
For these reasons surveillance specimens are used during operation of a reactor� These specimens
are made from the same materials as RPV and they are placed in the outer shell of reactor� It
means that the surveillance specimens are subjected to almost the same irradiation conditions as
the material of RPV and they serve as indicators of an extent of neutron embrittlement of the
material of RPV�
The embrittlement of RPV steel is more pronounced problem in Eastern �Russian� types of

nuclear reactors �VVER����� VVER������ than in other types of reactors� It is due to narrower
gap between the outside surface of the core barrel and the inside surface of RPV than in Western
RPVs� The relatively small diameter �$in � ��� mm in case of VVER����!V��� type� facilitates
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transport and installation of the RPV� On the other hand� the neutron �uxes and consequently
neutron �uency on the RPV wall is higher on VVER���� type reactors than in other equivalent
types in general�
The neutron embrittlement of RPV steels may only be removed by thermal annealing of the ma�

terial� The search for an e�ective temperature�time regime of the thermal annealing is� therefore�
highly necessary� Clearly without some knowledge about mechanism of the neutron irradiation�
induced microstructural changes of RPV steels this searching is not very e�ective� Despite a
number of techniques used for characterization of microstructure of irradiated RPV steels� the
processes which lead to the neutron embrittlement remain still unclear ���� �� ���� Hence� ad�
ditional microstructure studies of RPV steels which would bring new information about these
processes are strongly needed�
Microstructural changes of RPV steels induced by neutron irradiation involves a number of

processes� Clearly vacancies and interstitials are created by neutron irradiation� It is known that
the defects produced by neutron irradiation are not homogeneously distributed but the damage
consists of displacement cascades within which the irradiation�induced defects concentration is
locally very high ����� Complicated processes including migration of the irradiation�induced defects
and their interactions with each other �recombination of vacancies and interstitials� clustering of
vacancies or interstitials� creation of dislocation loops� and also with defects present already in the
non�irradiated material �recovery of vacancies and interstitials and!or clusters in sinks� capture of
vacancies by precipitates� creation of complex clusters containing point defects and atoms of alloy
elements� take place during neutron irradiation� Moreover� the irradiation�induced precipitates
probably play an important role in the neutron embrittlement of RPV steels ����� Note that
some precipitates existing in the material prior to irradiation may be also dissolved by neutron
irradiation� Clearly� the irradiation�induced microstructural changes strongly depend not only on
the irradiation conditions �neutron �ux� �uence� irradiation temperature�� but also on the chemical
composition of the material and the defect structure present prior to irradiation� Particularly� it
should be pointed out that completely di�erent results were obtained on RPV steels irradiated at
temperature below ��� �C and the same materials irradiated at temperature � ��� �C �i�e� close
to the operating temperature of VVER reactors� ���� ����
Properties of the RPV steels and in�uence of thermal treatment on them are routinely in�

vestigated by macroscopic methods such as Charpy V�notch and tensile tests ���� A number of
semi�empirical laws� based on the macroscopic data� have been established but unfortunately� these
laws are never completely consistent with all data and do not yield to the wanted accuracy �����
Various microscopic techniques like TEM ���� ���� 
eld ion microscopy �FIM� ���� ��� ���� small
angle neutron scattering �SANS� ������ energy�compensated optical position�sensitive atom probe
�ECOPoSAP� ����� M#ossbuer spectroscopy �MS� ������ etc�� were used to clarify the phenomena
involved in neutron embrittlement of RPV steels� Interpretation of the results obtained by various
techniques is� however� very di�cult due to large number of constituents in the chemical compo�
sition of the RPV steels as well as complex defect structure present already in the non�irradiated
material�
Positron annihilation spectroscopy �PAS� gives valuable information about defects in RPV

steels due to its high sensitivity to open volumes with lower electron density ���� Particularly
vacancy�sized defects of sizes below � � nm� which cannot be observed by TEM� may be easily
identi
ed by positron�lifetime �PL� measurement� As these types of defects are certainly created
during irradiation� PAS may bring valuable information about irradiated�induced changes in RPV
steels� Several PL and DB studies of RPV steels have been performed so far ���� ���� ��� ��� ����
���� ���� ���� ����� It turned out that positron parameters especially S�parameter are strongly
correlated with the irradiation induced variations of hardness� i�e� with changes of mechanical
properties ���� �����
In general� irradiation�induced microcavities and small vacancy clusters were found by PL mea�

surement in all types of RPV steels irradiated at temperatures below � ��� �C ���� ���� ��� �����
The size of irradiation�induced microcavities in RPV steels is substantially lower than the size of
those which were found in PL investigation of neutron�irradiated 
�Fe ������ Microcavities con�
sisting of ��� vacancies were found in PL study of A��B RPV steel irradiated at temperature
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��� �C to �uence ��� ���� m�� ����� Microcavities consisting of � � vacancies were created by
irradiation of ASTM A��� RPV steel at room temperature up to �uence ���� m�� ������ In�
vestigation of VVER���� type Cr�Mo�V RPV steel irradiated at temperature ��� �C to �uence
�� ���� m�� by means of PL spectroscopy performed in ref� ���� revealed presence of microcav�
ities containing about �� vacancies� It was not possible to separate the component belonging to
small vacancy clusters in PL spectra of irradiated RPV steels ���� ���� However� the presence of
irradiation induced small vacancy clusters was unambiguously indicated by increasing lifetime of
the component which came from positrons trapped at dislocations in unirradiated steels ���� ����
Clearly� in the case of irradiated steels this component represents superposition of contribution
of positrons trapped at dislocations and those trapped in irradiation�induced small vacancy clus�
ters� Both the size and concentration of the irradiation�induced microcavities and vacancy clusters
increase with increasing neutron �uence ������

On the other hand� less clear situation was found in RPV steels irradiated at temperatures close
to the operation temperature of reactors �i�e� � ���� �� �C �� Only small vacancy clusters but
no microcavities were found in A��B RPV steel irradiated at ��� �C to �uence � � ���� m��
����� The presence of the small vacancy clusters was again indicated by increase of lifetime of
the component belonging in the case of unirradiated steels to positron trapped at dislocations�
Similarly no microcavities were found in RPV steel irradiated at ��� �C to �uence �� ���� m��
����� Only mean positron lifetime was measured on set of Cr�Mo�V RPV steels irradiated at
temperature ������� �C ���� to �uence from ������� m�� to ������ m��� The mean positron
lifetime of irradiated samples was by about �  higher than that of unirradiated ones for majority
of specimens� but the mean positron lifetime of the two irradiated samples was bellow that of
unirradiated ones� This surprising e�ect was interpreted as a consequence of positron annihilations
in irradiation�induced precipitates� Nevertheless� it is not clear why the two samples exhibited the
mean positron lifetime bellow that of the non�irradiated steel and the mean positron lifetime of
the other irradiated samples lay above that of non�irradiated steel� Note that only small increase
or even decrease of the mean positron lifetime of irradiated Cr�Mo�V steels compared to non�
irradiated ones clearly suggest that only few �if any� microcavities are present in the irradiated
samples�


�� Investigation of RPV Steels in the Present Work

Base metal �BM� and weld metal �WM� of VVER���� type Cr�Mo�V RPV steel� BM of VVER�
���� type Cr�Ni�Mo�V RPV steel and A��B RPV steel were studied in the present work� In
addition the two model alloys with the same composition as the Cr�Ni�Mo�V steel but with en�
hanced concentration of Cu and P� respectively� were investigated� The chemical composition and
denotation of the samples is given in appendix H�

Detailed knowledge about defect structure of non�irradiated RPV steels is quite necessary in or�
der to distinguish the irradiation�induced defects from those already present in the non�irradiated
steels� Note that the initial defect structure in the non�irradiated RPV steel samples studied by PL
spectroscopy was found to produce measurable e�ects of the same order of magnitude as the defects
produced during the neutron irradiation ����� The results of PL investigation of non�irradiated
RPV steels performed in the present work are given and discussed in appendix E� The samples
exhibited strongly non�uniform spatial distribution of dislocations where the non�distorted regions
almost without dislocations are separated by distorted ones with high dislocation density� There�
fore simple trapping model �STM� ��� cannot be used in interpretation of measured PL spectra
�for more detailed discussion see appendix E�� For these reasons� the modi
ed trapping model
�MTM� has been developed in the present work with purpose to explain behaviour of positrons
in such materials� Description of the MTM is given in appendix F� The MTM provides not only
self�consistent interpretation of measured PL spectra of RPV steels but generally it is also suitable
for self�consistent interpretation of PL spectra of all metals with polygonized or cellular dislocation
substructure� Therefore� the MTM was used in the present work in interpretation of PL spectra of
pure aluminium plastically deformed at liquid nitrogen temperature� which represents a materials
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with well known microstructure� The physical quantities calculated from PL spectra using the
MTM were compared with those obtained by the other methods �TEM� electrical resistivity� and
good agreement was found� The comparison serves as a test of reliability of the MTM and it is
given in appendix F�
As a next step of the present work neutron irradiation�induced changes of microstructure of the

RPV steels were studied� Irradiation conditions of various RPV steel samples studied in the present
work are listed in appendix H� All samples were irradiated at temperature ��� �C � Irradiated
samples contained substantial amount of ��Co activity� This isotope emits almost simultaneously
two photons with energy ��� keV and �� keV� respectively� Energetic spectrum of Cr�Mo�V
steel irradiated at temperature ��� �C� �ux � � �������� m��s�� to �uence $ � ��������� m���
�sample B�� see appendix H� is shown in Fig� ��� as a typical example� This spectrum was
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Figure ��� Energy spectrum of Cr�Mo�V RPV steel irradiated at temperature ��� �C � �ux
� � ��� � ���� m��s�� to �uence $ � ���� � ���� m��� The spectrum was measured by high
purity germanium detector�

measured with high purity germanium detector ORTEC with energy resolution ��� keV �FWHM�
and peak�to�Compton ratio ��&� for E� � �� MeV energy� It is well�known that the two prompt
photons emitted by ��Co cause substantial distortion of measured PL spectrum ����� Therefore�
triple�coincidence PL spectrometer was developed in the present work which accepts only ��
coincidences belonging to ��Na� The setup of the spectrometer di�ers from the previous one
described in Ref� ����� The spectrometer developed in the present work provides decrease of ratio of
��Co to ��Na by a factor of ���� which is two times higher than the value provided by spectrometer
described in ����� Timing resolution of our spectrometer was ��� ps which is remarkably better
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then �� ps reached in ����� Note that recently the timing resolution of our spectrometer of ��� ps
was reached due to use of photomultiplier with better timing properties for detection of the stop
��rays� Complete description of the triple�coincidence spectrometer developed in the present work
is given in appendix C�
The investigated specimens of RPV steels were irradiated under various conditions ��uence�

�ux�� see appendix H� The main topics� which should be solved in the present investigation� were

�i� Comparison of microstructure of irradiated RPV steels with that of non�irradiated ones and
determination of neutron irradiation�induced microstructure changes�

�ii� Detailed characterization of irradiation�induced defects and dependence of their density� size
and arrangement on �uence and �ux of irradiation�

�iii� Determination of in�uence of di�erent �ux on irradiation induced defects�

�iv� Comparison of radiation�induced changes in various RPV materials�

�v� Investigation of changes of microstructure in thermally aged RPV steels� Study of mi�
crostructural evolution of irradiated RPV steel subjected to subsequent heat treatment�

The investigations were performed by means of PL spectroscopy and DB measurements correlated
with TEM� The TEM measurements were performed by Dr� J� Ko�c�	k and Dr� E� Keilov�a� The
use of two independent techniques is necessary due to complex microstructure of the studied
specimens� Results of the studies of the non�irradiated RPV steels performed in the present work
are given in appendix E� Results of the investigations of irradiated RPV steels performed in the
present work are given and discussed in appendixes G and H�


�� Summary

The main results and conclusions obtained in investigations of RPV steels performed in the present
work may be summarized into the following items

�i� Study of non�irradiated specimens have shown that positrons are trapped mainly at dislo�
cations in all RPV steels studied� Lifetime of the trapped positrons is � ��� ps� In the case
of VVER�type steels� a small fraction of positrons may be trapped at the vanadium�matrix
interface�

�ii� Spatial distribution of dislocation is strongly non�homogeneous� Regions with low number of
dislocations �cells� are separated by distorted layers with high dislocation density �cell walls��
The inhomogeneous arrangement of dislocations does not allow use of the STM� Therefore�
the MTM� which enables proper determination of dislocation density in the specimens� was
developed in the present work� Using the MTM the speci
c trapping rate for 
�Fe dislocation
was determined to be ���� ���� m�s���

�iii� The western�type RPV steel A��B contains higher number of screw dislocations compared
to edge ones than the VVER�type steels�

�iv� Small vacancy clusters with size comparable to � vacancies and 
ne radiation�induced precip�
itates are introduced into RPV steels due to irradiation� Larger radiation�induced vacancy
clusters may collapse into dislocation loops�

�v� Concentration of the radiation�induced vacancy clusters slightly increases with increasing
�uence� No change of size of the vacancy clusters with neutron �uence was found� Number
of the 
ne radiation�induced precipitates increases with �uence� The 
ne precipitates are
formed preferentially in vicinity of dislocations�

�vi� Dislocation density remains practically unchanged in the irradiated RPV steels�
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�vii� Radiation�induced changes of microstructure are determined mainly by total neutron �uence
and seems to be independent on �ux�

�viii� Complete disappearance of radiation�induced defects visible by TEM �
ne precipitates� was
observed in irradiated RPV steels subjected to subsequent annealing at ��� �C for ��� h�
On the other hand� the PL component� which comes from positrons trapped in the radiation�
induced vacancy clusters �lifetime ��� ps� exhibits remarkable increase in the subsequently
annealed RPV steels� It means that the small vacancy clusters� which are invisible by TEM�
are still present in the annealed specimens despite of disappearance of the radiation�induced
small precipitates� This e�ect was proved also by DB measurement� In order to understand
behavior of the radiation�induced small vacancy clusters with increasing temperature� it
is necessary to perform additional PL measurements of isochronally annealed irradiated
specimens� Such studies are currently in progress� Intensity of the dislocation component
�lifetime ��� ps� decreases in the annealed specimen as a result of polygonization observed
also by TEM�

�ix� Thermal ageing of RPV steels at ��� �C for � or �� years at position with negligible neutron
�ux does not lead to signi
cant changes of microstructure� except of some polygonization of
dislocation substructure�
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Appendix E

The paper was published in physica status solidi �a� ��� ��� �������
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Appendix F

The paper was published in physica status solidi �a� ��� �� �������
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Appendix G

The paper was published in E	ects of Radiation on Materials� ��th International Symposium�
ASTM STP ����� Ed� M�L� Hamilton� A�S� Kumar� S�T� Rosinski� M�L� Grossbeck� American
Society for Testing and Materials� �����
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Appendix H

The paper was accepted for publication in Journal of Nuclear Materials�
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� Ultra��ne grained Materials

��� Introduction

Nanocrystalline �NC� materials are polycrystals with the mean grain size below �� nm ���� Sub�
microcrystalline polycrystals with the mean grain size of about ��� nm are often called ultra�
ne
grained �UFG� materials ���� In recent years the NC as well as the UFG materials have attracted
much interest of researchers in the 
eld of material science� It is connected with new� unusual
properties caused by signi
cant volume fraction of crystallite interfaces in these non�traditional
materials�

����� Atomic Arrangement

A schematic cross�section through a NC material is shown in Fig� ���� As far as the atomic

Figure ��� Schematic representation of NC material distinguishing the atoms associated with the
individual crystals �full circles� and those situated in crystallite interfaces �open circles� ���� The
boundary atoms are shown in regular lattice positions but in reality will relax to form di�erent
atomics arrangement�

structure is concerned� two kinds of atoms may be distinguished&

�i� �crystal atoms� �full circles�� the nearest�neighbour con
gurations of which correspond to
the lattice con
guration%

�ii� �boundary atoms� �open circles� characterized by the nearest�neighbour con
gurations
which are di�erent from the lattice con
guration�

Clearly� the �crystalline atoms� are situated inside grains� while the �boundary atoms� in the
crystalline interfaces� Hence� in terms of nearest�neighbour con
guration� a NC material consists
of a crystalline component �formed by all the �crystalline atoms� � and a boundary component
�formed by all the �boundary atoms� �� The essential di�erence of the NC materials from the
coarse�grained ones is that the boundary component is signi
cant and cannot be neglected� The
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atomic structure of all the crystal is identical� e�g� if the NC material is copper� all crystals have
a face�centred cubic �fcc� lattice� On the other hand� the atomic structures of the boundaries are
di�erent because their atomic arrangement depends� among other parameters� on the orientation
relationship between the crystals� As the orientation relationship between various crystallites
is di�erent� also the atomic arrangement di�ers from boundary to boundary� If the crystallites
forming the NC material are oriented at random� the same applies to all boundaries� As NC
materials contain typically about ���� boundaries per cubic centimeter� the interfacial component
represents the sum over ���� atomic arrangements� all of which are di�erent� If the interatomic
spacings in all of these ���� structures are uncorrelated in the sense that certain interatomic
spacings do not occur preferentially� the interfacial component is expected to exhibit no preferred
interatomic spacing apart from excluding interatomic penetration� In other words� the interfacial
component represents a structure� which exhibits no short�range order� Note that it does not
imply that grain boundaries are disordered� In fact� every boundary is assumed to have a two�
dimensionally ordered structure� the periodicity and interatomic spacing of which are di�erent
from boundary to boundary�

Thus� the boundary component represents a new kind of structure� which di�ers from the long�
range order� typical for crystals� as well as from the short�range order� characteristic for glasses�
The physical reasons for this new kind of structure of a solid material are the crystallographic
constraints imposed on the atoms in the cores of the boundaries by the adjacent crystal lattices
of di�erent orientations� In grain boundaries� the atoms can only relax into structures compatible
with the adjacent crystal lattices� In glasses and crystals� no constraints of this type exist�

The atomic structure of the boundaries in NC materials was experimentally studied by X�ray
di�raction ������ To test the atomic arrangement in the boundaries� the interference functions
were computed by assuming the boundary regions between crystals to be short�range ordered or
to consist of randomly displaced atoms� The experimentally observed interference function can
only be matched by the computations if the interfacial component of a NC materials is assumed to
have no short�range order� A number of indirect evidences that the boundary component exhibits
no short�range order were obtained also by other techniques� for review see ����

����� Preparation Techniques

NC materials

In principle� any method suitable for preparing a polycrystalline material with crystal size of a
few nanometer and a random texture may be utilized to generate NC materials�

The experimental arrangement used most frequently so far is so called gas condensation method
�GCM� ����� ���� and its principle is shown in Fig� ���� The material is evaporated into an inert
gas atmosphere �usually helium or argon� pressure about � kPa�� As a result of interatomic
collisions with the helium or argon atoms� the evaporated atoms lose kinetic energy and condense
in the form of small crystals which accumulate on a vertical cold 
nger in the form of a loose
powder� the crystal size of which is of a few nanometer� After restoring high vacuum �less then
���� Pa� the powder is stripped o� from the cold 
nger and funneled into a piston and anvil
device where it is compacted �pressure up to � GPa� into a nanocrystalline material� Naturally�
sputtering� electron gun or laser evaporation may be applied instead of thermal evaporation�

NC materials with the mean grain size of a few nanometer can be provided by the GCM�
The as�prepared samples are usually disc shaped with diameter below �� mm and thickness ����
�� mm ���� Density of the as�prepared NC samples varies between ��  and ��  of the crystalline
density �depending on the material and the compactization procedure�� The lower density of NC
materials is due to residual porosity inside them� During the production� gaseous impurities in the
preparation chamber are often adsorbed on the powder grain surfaces and therefore subsequently
incorporated into the NC material ������ Oxygen and water vapour are the dominant gas impurities
in NC materials prepared by GCM� Total concentration of the gas impurities varies from � at� 
to �� at� �
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Figure ��� Schematic description of a gas condensation chamber for the synthesis of NC materi�
als ���� The material evaporated from sources A and!or B condenses in the gas and is transported
via convection to the liquid nitrogen�
lled rotating cold 
nger� The powder of small crystals
accumulating at the cold 
nger is subsequently scraped from the cold 
nger and compacted in
situ�

UFG Materials

The NC materials produced by the GCM exhibit small grain size� on the other hand� disadvantage
of this technique consists in fact that nanocrystals prepared by the GCM contain gas impurities
and residual porosity ��� ����� Recently it has been shown that very 
ne crystalline structures with
the mean grain size from �� to ��� nm can be achieved by severe torsion plastic deformation �SPD��
with low straining rate ����� s���� performed at room temperature with simultaneous application
of high pressure ��� GPa� ��� ��� The principle of the method is described in Fig� ��� The
SPD technique leads to specimens with larger grain size� however� it has a number of advantages�
Contrary to the GCM� �i� no residual porosity was found in the samples produced by SPD� �ii�
high purity UFG materials can be prepared and �iii� one can produce massive samples �sheets�
rods��

Note that the UFG materials may be produced also by equal channel pressing �ECAP� ��� ����
���� During ECAP the specimens are subjected to shear deformation by pressing through two
channels of equal cross�sections intersecting at an angle � �often � � 	���� The principle of ECAP
technique is illustrated in Fig� ���� In this procedure� a pure homogeneous shear is localized in
the plane of intersection of the two channels and the as�deformed dimensions are identical to the
initial ones so that repetitive pressing can be continued up to the required level of plastic straining�
The ECAP technique provides UFG materials with grain size approximately ��� nm� i�e� higher
then SPD method�
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Figure ��� Schematic illustration of severe plastic torsion deformation technique ���

����� Microstructure of UFG Materials

Although the preparation technique �SPD� of UFG materials di�ers essentially from the way of
producing NC ones� microstructure of both the materials exhibits a number of similar features�
Bright�
eld TEM image of UFG Ni� taken from Ref� ������ is shown in Fig� ���� It represents
typical example of microstructure of UFG materials� As one can see in the 
gure regions almost
free of dislocations �grain interiors� are separated by distorted regions with high dislocation density�
Schematic description of the structure of UFG materials is given in Fig� ���� Similarly to the NC
materials also the UFG ones can be divided in two regions ���&

�i� Non�distorted regions �grain interiors� with low dislocation density �about ���� m���� atomic
arrangement inside the non�distorted regions remains the same as in conventional coarse�
grained materials�

�ii� Distorted region situated along grain boundaries with high dislocation density �over ���� m���
and high elastic strains of about ��  ���� Atomic arrangement inside the distorted regions
di�ers substantially from that in conventional coarse�grained materials� Thickness of the
distorted regions is approximately �� nm ����

����� Physical Properties

Both NC and UFG materials exhibit a number of extraordinary physical properties� which are
connected with signi
cant volume fraction of the �boundary atoms� � i�e� atoms situated inside
the interfaces between grains�

The UFG and NC materials exhibit advantageous mechanical properties compared to conven�
tional coarse�grained materials� in particular high strengthened state and high strain rate super�
plasticity ��� ���� ����� It is illustrated in Fig� ���� where the �ow stress�strain curve is plotted
for UFG Cu �grain size of ��� nm� prepared by ECAP ������ The strain�stress curve for the
UFG Cu ��� is compared with that for conventional coarse�grained Cu ���� see Fig� ���� It is seen
that the �ow stress dependence on compression strain of UFG Cu has a di�erent shape from that
of conventional copper material� The UFG Cu exhibits signi
cantly higher yield stress then the
conventional Cu� For the UFG Cu remarkable strain hardening e�ect takes place within a narrow
strain range at the initial stage of deformation and it is followed by a long stage deformation al�
most with no hardening� see Fig� ���� On the other hand� the conventional Cu exhibits hardening
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Figure ��� Schematic description of equal�channel pressing technique ����

during whole plastic deformation� At the same time the ductility of UFG Cu is high� Specimens
did not fracture even after the maximum strain of �  applied in the experiments ������

It was observed that conventionally brittle ceramics become ductile and give rise to large
�e�g� ���  � plastic deformations at low temperature �e�g� �� K� if the ceramic materials were
generated in the NC form ������ The ductility seems to originate from the di�usive �ow of atoms
along the inter�crystalline interfaces� NC iron�whiskers �crystal size ��� nm� produced by chemical
vapour deposition technique ����� showed extraordinary strength up to � GPa ������

NC and UFG materials are characterized also by enhanced di�usivity� For example� measure�
ments ����� of the self�di�usivity D ���Cu tracer� in NC Cu �crystal size � nm� temperature range
���� K� revealed an enhancement of D by a factor of about ���� in comparison with lattice
di�usion� This remarkable enhancement may be understood in terms of the high boundary density
which provides a connective network of short�circuit di�usion paths�

Enhanced solid solubility was reported for NC materials� The miscibility of a solute A is
controlled by the chemical potential �A of A in a given solvent B� Clearly� if the atomic structure
of B is changed� the chemical potential and hence the solubility of A in B may be enhanced or
reduced� As a consequence the solute solubility of NC materials is expected to be di�erent from
that in single crystals or in glasses of the same chemical composition� Indeed� the increase of the
solubility of Bi in Cu from less than ���� at� �lattice solubility� to about � at� �solubility in
NC Cu� was found ������

Measurements of the average coe�cient 
 of thermal expansion for NC Cu �grain size � nm�
revealed approximately two�times higher value than in coarse�grained Cu ���� Similar enhancement
of 
 was observed also for NC Pd and TiO�� The crystalline component contributes insigni
cantly
to the enhancement of 
� It leads to the thermal expansion coe�cient of the boundary ��� times
higher than that for single crystal ������ Thus� by varying volume fraction of the grain boundaries
�grain size� the thermal expansion of NC materials can be tuned to any predetermined value
between the expansion of the crystal lattice and the boundary�

The NC and UFGmaterials exhibit changes in Curie temperature and saturation magnetization
compared to conventional coarse�grained materials ����� ��� ����� For example� measurements
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Figure ��� Bright 
eld TEM image of UFG Ni prepared by SPD �����

of the saturation magnetization Ms of NC Fe �grain size � nm� revealed a reduction of Ms from
��� e�m�u�g�� �coarse�grained 
�Fe� to about �� e�m�u�g�� ������
Preparation of multi�phase NC and UFG materials is very promising way in looking for new

materials with tunned physical properties� Preparation of multi�component NC and UFGmaterials
results in a mixture of crystals of di�erent chemical compositions� The great advantage of these
�NC alloys� or �UFG alloys� is that they can be generated irrespective of the miscibility of
the components� the type of chemical bonding of the various phases� the molecular weight� etc�
Obviously such�NC or UFG alloys� deviate from an ideal solid solution� However� especially for
the �NC alloys� the deviation is relatively small because about ��  of the atoms �molecules�
of any crystallite are situated in the interfaces� where di�erent types of atoms are mixed on an
atomic scale�

����� PL Spectroscopy on NC and UFG Materials

A number of techniques including X�ray di�raction �XRD� with comparative model calculations
of the interference function ������ high�resolution electron microscopy ������ transmission electron
microscopy �TEM� ����� ����� electrical resistometry ������ scanning di�erential calorimetry �DSC�
and microhardness measurements ������ as well as M#ossbauer spectroscopy ����� have been used for
investigation of NC and UFGmaterials so far� Nevertheless� the knowledge about microstructure of
NC and UFG materials still remains incomplete� In particular� there is lack of detailed information
about defects in these materials� Especially� information regarding kinds of defects present in
the boundary component �interfaces between grains� is desired� As relatively broad distribution
of the nearest�neighbor atomic distances is expected in the interfaces between crystals and was
also con
rmed by XRD measurements ������ an interesting question is whether also some size
distribution for defects can be found in the interfaces� Another open question is whether all
defects are situated in the boundary component only or if some defects are present also inside
the grains� Positron�lifetime �PL� spectroscopy is powerful method for studying lattice defects in
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Figure ��� Schematic illustration of the structure of the UFG materials ���� The symbol d denotes
the grain size �obtained by TEM�� while �d is the physical thickness of the distorted regions�

solids ���� It provides valuable information not only about type of open�volume defects present in
specimen� but also their sizes and concentrations� Moreover� PL spectroscopy represents non�local
and non�destructive experimental technique and no special procedure for preparation of specimens
is necessary� Hence� PL spectroscopy is an ideal tool for investigations of defects in NC and UFG
materials�
A number of PL investigations ��� ��� ���� ���� ���� of NC materials prepared by GCM have

been performed so far� The results obtained by di�erent authors on various NC materials exhibit
some similar features� which can be summarized as follows&

�� Two main components with lifetime ������� ps and ������ ps� respectively� were found in
PL spectra� The 
rst component can be ascribed to vacancy�sized volumes in the interfaces�
The second one corresponds to larger defects with size from � to �� vacancies� These larger
defects are called microvoids �some authors use also term nanovoids� and it is assumed that
they are situated at triple junctions �triple points� of interfaces�

�� It is not clear whether there is some size distribution for both types of the defects� In all
cases experimental PL spectra of NC materials were well�
tted by 
nite number of discrete
exponential components� No attempt of continuous decomposition of PL spectra to obtain
shape of size distributions for the defects has been reported so far for NC materials�

� An additional long�lived component with lifetime of a few nanoseconds and relative intensity
usually below ��  was found in PL spectra of NC materials� The long lifetime clearly
indicates that this component comes from ortho positronium �o�Ps� pick�o� annihilation� It
means that o�Ps is formed in NC materials� It is assumed that o�Ps formation occurs at the
internal surfaces of large pores �missing grains� present in NC materials prepared by GCM�
It was shown that both the lifetime and the relative intensity of this long�lived component
depend on pressure of compactization ����� Note that NC materials represent the only case�
where o�Ps formation occurs in bulk metallic material�

�� Although authors usually explain the two main components as positron trapping at defects
in the interfaces� it remains unclear whether there are some defects present inside the grains�
One can be only sure that there are defects present at the interfaces� However� it does not
imply that the grains are completely defect�free as there is possibility that some defects
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Figure ��� The true stress�strain curves for UFG Cu with the mean grain size of ��� nm ��� and
coarse grained Cu with the mean grain size � �m ���� Compression testing was performed at
room temperature with rate )� � ���� ���� s�� ������

inside grains may contribute to some of the two main components mentioned in the 
rst
item�

The results obtained on various NC materials using PL spectroscopy by di�erent authors are
compared in Tab� ���� Each materials in the table is characterized by chemical composition� grain
size and in the case of NC materials prepared by GCM also by compactization pressure� The
timing resolution �FWHM of resolution function for ��Na positron source� is given in the 
fth
column of Tab� ���� Lifetimes and relative intensities of exponential components resolved in PL
spectrum are listed in the next columns in Tab� ����

There is only one PL study of UFG materials reported in literature ����� in which UFG Cu
and Ni prepared by SPD were studied� The specimens prepared by SPD were� however� subjected
to annealing at ��� �C for � min prior to PL measurement� Thus� the obtained results do not
correspond directly to as�prepared state of these UFG materials� Two components with lifetime
������� ps and ���� ps were found in PL spectra of UFG Cu and Ni in ���� and these results
are also included in Tab� ���� One can see that PL spectra of the UFG specimens are very similar
to those of the NC materials� except of the absence of the long�lived o�Ps component� The latter
fact is not surprising as there are no pores in UFG materials prepared by SPD contrary to NC
ones provided by GCM� see section ������

The ratio I��I� of relative intensities of positrons trapped in larger defects �microvoids� to that
of positrons trapped in vacancy�like defects for UFG materials is substantially smaller than that
for NC ones� see Tab� ���� Obviously it is a consequence of larger grain size in UFG materials�
The second component with lifetime �� � �� � ��� ps was attributed to microvoids at triple
junctions� i�e� the intersections of the interfaces�
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Table ��� Comparison of results obtained by PL spectroscopy on NC and UFG materials by
di�erent authors� Mean grain size� determined usually by XRD for NC and by TEM for UFG
materials� is denoted by symbol d� In the case of NC materials prepared by GCM the compacti�
zation pressure p and the impurity concentration cimp are given in the table� Timing resolution of
PL spectrometer employed in each investigation is denoted as FWHM� The 
rst component with
lifetime �� and relative intensity I� represents contribution of positrons trapped in vacancy�like
defects� the second component ���� I�� comes from positrons trapped in microvoids� The long�lived
component with lifetime �� and relative intensity I� can be attributed to pick�o� annihilation of
o�Ps�
a Two long�lived o�Ps components were found in PL spectrum�
n�r� � not reported�

Material! d p cimp FWHM �� I� �� I� �� I� ref�
preparation
technique �nm� �GPa� �at� � �ps� �ps� � � �ps� � � �ns� � �

NC Cu!GCM ���� ���� � � ������ ���	� �	 ��	 ��	� ���	��� ���	��� ����
NC Cu!GCM ���� ���� � � ������ ���	�� ��	� ��	�� ��	� ���	��� ���	��� ����
NC Cu!GCM ���� ��� � � ������ ���	 �	� ��	� ��	� ���	��� ���	��� ����
NC Pd!GCM ���� ���� � � ������ ���	 ��	� ��	� ��	� ���	��� ���	��� ����
NC Fe!GCM ���� ��� � � ������ ���	� �	� �	� ��	� ���	��� ���	��� ����
NC Cu!GCM ����� n�r� �� ��� ���	� ��	� ��	�� ��	� �� � ���	�� �����
NC Cu!GCM ����� n�r� � ��� ��� ���	� ��	� ��	� ��	 � � �����
NC Fe!GCM � ���� � � ������ ��	� ��	� ��	�� ��	� ���	��� ��	� ���

��	���a
NC Fe!GCM � ���� � � ������ ���	� ��	� ��	�� ��	� ��	��� �	� ���

���	���a
NC Fe!GCM � ��� � � ������ ���	�� �	� �	�� ��	� ���	��� �	� ���
NC Fe!GCM ����� ��� n�r� ��� ��	 ��	� ���	� ��	� ����	���� �	� �����
NC Ni�Fe!GCM ���� ��� n�r� ��� ���	� � ���	� �� ����	���� � ����

UFG Cu!SPD ������� � �� ���	� �	� ���	� ��	� � � ����
UFG Ni!SPD ������� � �� ���	� ��	� �	� ��	� � � ����

As a very rough approximation we can assume that UFG material is composed with cubes of
side d� where d represents grain size� Then length of the triple junctions is ��d� while total surface
of grain boundaries is �d�� In NC materials the vacancy like defects are expected to be situated
inside grain boundaries� while microvoids at the triple junctions� Typical grain size for NC and
UFG materials is �� nm and ��� nm� respectively� Typical ratio of relative intensity of positrons
trapped in microvoids to that of positrons trapped in dislocations I��I� � �� � was found for NC
materials� In the case of UFG materials� grain size d increases by a factor of ��� It means that the
total length of the triple junctions increases by factor ��� while total surface of grain boundaries
by factor ���� Thus the ratio I��I� should decrease by factor ��� The PL results for UFG Cu
and Ni ���� shown in Tab� ��� exhibit the ratio I��I� from ��� to ��� in good agreement with the
simple estimation given above� Hence� in principle microvoids in UFG materials may be situated
also in triple points� similarly to NC ones� However� from the present data it is not possible to
make decision where the microvoids are situated� As it will be shown in discussion of the results in
the present work� see appendix J� microvoids in UFG materials are most probably situated inside
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the grains�
Despite of the obvious similarity of PL results obtained for UFG and NC materials prepared

by SPD and GCM� respectively� one has to take care in interpretation of these results in terms
of defects present in these materials� Straightforward application of the interpretation made for
NC materials prepared by GCM to UFG ones prepared by SPD is not justi
ed and may be also
incorrect due to following reasons&

�� Dislocations are unstable in NC materials prepared by GCM due to very small grain sizes
�a few nanometer�� On the other hand� large number of dislocations is expected to be
present in UFG materials prepared by SPD� It was experimentally proved by TEM obser�
vations ��� ���� ���� as well as XRD study ����� The studies revealed that dislocations
are distributed strongly inhomogeneously% grain interiors almost free of dislocations are sep�
arated by distorted regions with high dislocation density� Thus contrary to NC prepared
by GCM� substantial contribution of positrons trapped at dislocations is expected� It is
well�known ���� that dislocation line itself represents only shallow positron trap� A positron
trapped at a dislocation di�uses quickly and is 
nally trapped in a vacancy bound to the
dislocation or in a jog of the dislocation� see section ����� Thus� 
nal positron traps are
vacancy�like defects like vacancy bound to dislocation or jog� As a consequence lifetime of
positrons trapped at dislocations is only slightly lower than that for positrons trapped in
vacancy� see section ����� It means that for UFG materials the 
rst component with lifetime
������� ps� see Tab� ��� may represent contribution of positrons trapped at dislocations�

�� Defect density inside grains seems to be low for UFG materials prepared by SPD ��� ����� At
the same time the linear size of these grains is about ��� nm for UFG materials� i�e� about
one order of magnitude greater than in NC ones� and it becomes comparable with the mean
positron di�usion length� which is about ������� nm for well annealed metals� In connection
with this a question arise whether some fraction of positrons annihilate in the grains from
free� delocalized state� The work ���� cannot get correct answer to this question� because of
bad resolution of PL spectrometer used� which makes determination of short free�positron
component �lifetime below ��� ps� impossible� Recent investigations of Fe prepared by GCM
performed by Segers et al� ����� revealed presence of the free�positron component in specimen
with grain size ������ nm� It indicates that free�positron component might be found also
in UFG materials prepared by SPD� In order to detect the free�positron component� if any�
further investigations of UFG materials using high�resolution PL spectrometer is required�

Note that if some defects with su�cient concentration are situated inside grains in UFG ma�
terials� then saturation trapping of positrons at defects inside grains and defects in distorted
regions along grain boundaries may occur�

����� Thermal Stability of NC and UFG Materials

It is very important to have detailed information about thermal stability of NC and UFG ma�
terials� It means information regarding evolution of microstructure of as�prepared material with
increasing temperature� Investigation of thermal stability is valuable from physical point of view
as one obtains information about recovery of highly non�equilibrium microstructure� Moreover�
such information is worthy also for future technical application of NC and UFG materials� The
advantageous mechanical and other physical properties are connected with the NC or UFG struc�
ture� therefore� it is necessary to specify at what range of temperatures a material exhibits these
properties�
PL spectroscopy can provide useful information about thermal evolution of microstructure with

increasing temperature� as it detects changes of defect concentrations as well as changes of their
size or spatial distributions� Several PL studies of thermal stability of NC materials prepared
by GCM have been performed so far ���� �� ����� W#urschum et al� ���� have studied thermal
stability of NC Cu �grain size ���� nm� prepared by GCM� Obtained dependence of lifetimes of
individual spectral components and their relative intensities on annealing temperature is shown in
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Figure �� Lifetime components �i and relative intensities Ii �circles � I��I�� triangles � I��
measured on NC Cu with grain size ���� nm� The specimen was isochronally annealed at the
temperature Ta and PL measurements were performed at room temperature �����

Fig� ���� One can see in Fig� ��� that no signi
cant changes occur up to ��� �C� It indicates that
both the vacancy�sized defects �
rst component with lifetime ��� and the component belonging
to microvoids �second component with lifetime ��� represent substantial structure component of
microstructure of NC materials ����

Thermal stability of NC materials is substantially in�uenced by gas impurities concentrations�
It was proved by Eldrup et al� ������ who have studied thermal stability of NC Cu �grain size
����� nm� by means of PL spectroscopy� The specimens with total gas impurity concentration of
about �� at� were compared with specimens of higher purity �gas impurity concentration below
��� at� �� Temperature dependence of positron lifetimes of spectral components and their relative
intensities for the specimen with higher content of impurities is shown in Fig� ���� The long�lived
o�Ps component is not included in Fig� ���� It is clear from Fig� ��� that the positron parameters
remain unchanged up to ��� �C� At higher annealing temperatures additional component coming
from delocalized positrons arises �lifetime ���� Relative intensity I� of this component increases
with increasing annealing temperature� see Fig� ���� On the other hand� relative intensity I� of
the component attributed to microvoids decreases� it is accompanied by increase of lifetime �� of
this component�

Isochronal annealing of the NC Cu specimens with improved purity �gas impurity concentration
� ��� at� � have resulted in substantially di�erent results shown in Fig� ����� Change of positron
parameters was found already at ��� �C� see Fig� ����� Moreover� the relative intensity I� of
the microvoids contribution increases above ��� �C� while its lifetime �� decreases� see Fig� �����
Hence� the component with lifetime ��� which comes from the microvoids exhibits for the specimen
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Figure ��� Temperature dependence of positron lifetime parameters for NC Cu specimens with
grain size ����� nm and gas impurity concentration of about �� at� ������ The specimens were
prepared by GCM� The lifetime �� was 
xed at ��� ps above ���

�C �dash�dotted line�� The open
triangles are trapping model calculations of ���

with higher purity even opposite behavior than for the previous one with higher impurity content�
Dependence of grain size on annealing temperature� determined in Ref� ������ for the specimen with
higher purity is plotted in Fig� ����� Clearly� grain growth takes place above ��� �C� Increase
of the intensity I� and thereby increase of the ratio I��I� is� therefore� surprising as one would
expect opposite behavior due to increasing grain size� The increase of relative intensity I� of the
component coming from microvoids was not satisfactorily explained yet�

No PL study of thermal stability of UFG materials prepared by SPD has been performed so far�
The SPD techniques produce UFG materials� which are free of gas impurities� Thus� contrary to
NC materials prepared by GCM� thermal stability of UFG ones prepared by SPD is not in�uenced
by gas impurity concentration� Also this fact makes the comparison of thermal evolution of defect
components in UFG and NC materials highly interesting�

Investigation of thermal stability of UFG Cu and Ni �grain size about ��� nm� was performed
by Islamgaliev et al� ����� using TEM� XRD� DSC� electrical resistivity and microharness mea�
surement� It was found that heat release� relaxation of elastic strains and recovery of electrical
resistance precede to grain growth and are caused mainly by relaxation of dislocations in grain
boundaries� Thus� some rearrangement of defects inside the distorted regions along grain bound�
aries probably occurs� Another investigation of UFG Cu �grain size ��� nm� was performed by
Amikharnov et al� ����� by means of TEM� Reduction in azimuthal spreading of spots observed on
electron di�raction patterns was found prior to the onset of grain growth� It testi
es to a partial
relaxation of the non�equilibrium defect structure of samples� Observed decrease in the amount
of bend contours and more homogeneous di�raction contrast inside the grains ����� represent an
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Figure ���� Temperature dependence of positron lifetime parameters for NC Cu specimens with
grain size �� nm �N��� �� nm �N�� and �� nm �N� prepared by GCM ������ Gas impurity
concentration was about ��� at� �

additional evidence for this relaxation� After heating to ��� �C an abnormal grain growth� leading
to a binomial grain size distribution� was noticed ������ Grains of about ��� �m size are formed
within UFG deformed matrix� Another speci
c feature of the structure of the sample heated to
��� �C was appearance of annealing twins in the grains� which have undergone grain growth
process� During further heating to ��� and �� �C the increase in both the mean grain size of
coarse grains and their total volume fraction was observed ������

��� The Aim of The Present Work

Microstructure and thermal stability UFG Cu and Ni prepared by SPD were studied in the present
work� The UFG materials were chosen for the following reasons&

�� Contrary to NC materials� relatively little is known about defects in UFG materials prepared
by SPD� On the other hand� microstructure of the UFG materials was studied by TEM ���
���� ���� and XRD ����� Results obtained by these methods represents valuable background
knowledge for interpretation of PL results� Correlation of PL spectroscopy� TEM and XRD
measurements allows for correct interpretation of lifetime components distinguished in PL
spectra�

�� It is possible that fraction of positrons which annihilate from free state is non�negligible for
UFG materials� In such a case lifetime and relative intensity of the components coming from
free positrons can be properly determined only using PL spectrometer with high enough tim�
ing resolution �well below ��� ps�� Thus� bene
t of high timing resolution ���� ps FWHM� of
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Figure ���� The mean grain size as a function of annealing temperature for the NC Cu specimens
prepared by GCM ������ Initial grain sizes were �� nm� �� nm and �� nm for N�� N� and N
specimens� respectively� Gas impurity concentration was about ��� at� �

our PL spectrometer is fully exploited� Moreover� when free�positron component is present
in PL spectrum� then it is possible to determine defect densities using a model of positron
trapping� see section ���� Defect densities obtained by PL spectroscopy can be compared
with those determined by other independent methods �TEM� XRD�� The comparison then
serves as strong indication of reliability of trapping model used in evaluation of the defect
densities� When the proper model of positron trapping in UFG materials is developed� then
the determined densities of defects represent valuable independent characteristics of UFG
materials�

� Contrary to NC materials� UFG specimens contain no gas impurities nor residual porosity�
Thus� thermal stability of UFG materials is not in�uenced by gas impurity concentration
and residual porosity� which have signi
cant impact to thermal stability of NC materials
prepared by GCM ������

Two types of UFG Cu specimens prepared under di�erent conditions and one UFG Ni specimen
were studied in the present work� The investigated materials and parameters of their preparation
are listed in Tab� ����

The specimens were prepared by R�K� Islamgaliev in the Institute of Physics of Advanced
Materials� Ufa� Russia� Firstly microstructure of as�prepared specimens were studied by means
of PL spectroscopy and TEM� Main attention was focused on determination of defects types
present in specimen as well as their densities and spatial distributions� In order to do that a
model of positron trapping in UFG materials� which takes into account strongly non�uniform
spatial defect distribution in UFG materials� was developed� Subsequently� the specimens were
subjected to isochronal annealing and evolution of microstructure with increasing temperature
was investigated� The purposes of the present work on the UFG specimens can be summarized
into following items&

�� It is expected that correlation of PL spectroscopy and TEM bring detailed information
about microstructure of the UFG specimens� In particular� each exponential component in
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Table ��� The UFG specimens prepared by SPD studied in the present work� The specimens
were prepared by R�K� Islamgaliev in the Institute of Physics of Advanced Materials� Ufa� Russia�
The symbol e denotes total logarithmic deformation in torsion e � ln� r�l� where �� r and l
designate the torsional angle in radians as well as the radius and the thickness of the specimen�
High pressure applied on specimens simultaneously with the torsion deformation is denoted as p�
The mean grain size d� determined by TEM as well as the coherent domain size a obtained by
XRD are also included in the table� The year of preparation of the specimens is given in the last
column of the table�

denotation material e p d a purity size year of
� � �GPa� �nm� �nm� � � �mm� preparation

UFG�Cu� Cu � � � ��� �� ����� * ������ ����
UFG�Cu� Cu � �  ��� �� ����� * ����� ����
UFG�Ni Ni � � � ��� �� ����� * ������ ����

PL spectrum coming from trapped positrons will be properly attributed to corresponding
type of defects�

�� Concentration of each type of defect will be calculated from the experimental PL spectra�

� Present knowledge about microstructure of UFG materials indicates that assumptions of
single trapping model �STM� may not be satis
ed in these materials� Therefore� validity of
STM on the UFG specimens will be tested� In the case that STM cannot be applied for
the UFG materials� a new model which describes properly behavior of positrons in the UFG
specimens will be developed�

�� Evolution of microstructure of the UFG specimens with increasing temperature will be stud�
ied by PL spectroscopy correlated with TEM� In particular� information about evolution of
defect densities will be obtained�

�� Microstructure and its thermal evolution for the two UFG Cu specimens prepared with
various pressures applied during torsion deformation will be compared�

�� As�prepared state as well as its thermal evolution for UFG Cu and Ni will be compared�

�� Types of defects in UFG materials will be compared with those in NC ones�

��� The Results Obtained in The Present Work

Investigation of thermal stability of the UFG�Cu� specimen� see Tab� ���� is described in the
appendix I� Strongly non�uniform spatial defect distribution in the UFG Cu specimen does not
allow for application of the simple trapping model �STM�� see Appendix I� Therefore� modi
ed
trapping model �MTM� developed in the present work� see also section ��� and appendix F� was
used for interpretation of experimental PL spectra� Application of the MTM to interpretation of
PL spectra for the UFG�Cu� specimen is described in the appendix I�
Microstructure and its thermal evolution for UFG�Cu� specimen� i�e� the specimen prepared

with about two times lower hydrostatic pressure applied during torsion deformation than UFG�
Cu�� see Tab� ���� were studied as the next part of my work� The investigation of UFG�Cu�
specimen is described in the appendix J� Similarly to the UFG�Cu� specimen STM cannot be
used for interpretation of PL results obtained on UFG�Cu� specimen due to inhomogeneous spatial
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defect distribution� see appendix J� Therefore� a model for proper description of positron behavior
in UFG materials was developed in the present work� This model represents an improvement
with respect to MTM� Contrary to MTM� not only inhomogeneous spatial defect distribution in
specimen together with non negligible volume fraction of distorted regions with high defect density�
but also depletion of stochastic positron density near distorted regions� inside which positrons are
trapped� were taken into account� Time dependent positron density in specimen is obtained
directly by solving the di�usion equation for delocalized positrons� Therefore� the model is called
di�usion trapping model �DTM�� Full description of the DTM and its application to UFG�Cu�
specimen is given in the appendix J�

��
 Comparison of UFG�Cu� and UFG�Cu� Specimens

The specimen UFG�Cu� studied in appendix I is compared with UFG�Cu� specimen investigated
in appendix J� The specimens di�er by hydrostatic pressure applied during preparation� Two times
lower pressure was used in preparation of UFG�Cu� specimen than UFG�Cu� one� see Tab� ����
The lower pressure resulted in larger mean grain size in the specimen UFG�Cu� ���� nm� than
in the UFG�Cu� ���� nm�� see Tab� ���� In addition� the UFG�Cu� specimen was prepared �
years before the UFG�Cu�� see Tab� ���� It means that contrary to the UFG�Cu�� the UFG�Cu�
specimen was prior to measurement aged for about � years at room temperature�
Dependence of the positron mean lifetime � on annealing temperature is shown in Fig� �����

One can see in Fig� ���� that � for the UFG�Cu� specimen remains roughly constant up to
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Figure ���� Temperature dependence of the mean lifetime for UFG�Cu� and UFG�Cu� speci�
mens�

� �� �C and then gradually decreases� On the other hand� slight decrease of � starts already at
��� �C for the UFG�Cu� and it is followed by abrupt decrease of � between �� and ��� �C� see
Fig� �����
PL spectra for the UFG�Cu� specimen are well 
tted by three exponential components with

lifetimes ��� �� and ��� The shortest component with lifetime �� represents contribution of free
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positrons� The second component with lifetime �� comes from positrons trapped at dislocation
inside the distorted regions and the last component with lifetime �� can be attributed to positrons
trapped in microvoids� see appendix I� In the case of the UFG�Cu� specimen all positrons annihilate
from trapped state at dislocation and in microvoids up to ��� �C� see appendix J� i�e� PL spectra
are well 
tted by two exponential components with lifetimes �� and ��� Above ���

�C free positron
component with lifetime �� appears in PL spectra� see appendix J�

Temperature dependencies of lifetimes �� and �� of trapped positrons for UFG�Cu� and UFG�
Cu� specimens are shown in Fig� ���� Clearly� the lifetime �� is the same for both the specimens�
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Figure ���� Lifetimes of positrons trapped at defects as a function of annealing temperature for
UFG�Cu� and UFG�Cu� specimens�

The lifetime �� does not exhibit any change except of �uctuation around the mean value of ��� ps
�indicated by dotted line�� see appendix I� J� The lifetime �� of positrons trapped in microvoids
exhibits moderated increase with increasing temperature up to ��� �C� see Fig� ���� Above
��� �C �� exhibits rapid increase for both the specimens up to about ��� ps� In the case of UFG�
Cu� the increase of �� occurs abruptly in relatively narrow temperature interval ��� � ���

�C�
and then �� remains constant� see Fig� ����� On the other hand� �� increases gradually towards
��� �C in the case of UFG�Cu�� see Fig� �����

Dependencies of relative intensities I� and I� of the components belonging to positrons trapped
at dislocations and in microvoids� respectively� on annealing temperature are plotted in Fig� �����
One can see in the 
gure that relative intensity I� of dislocation component is about ��  lower
for as�prepared UFG�Cu� than for UFG�Cu�� At the same time relative intensity I� of positrons
trapped in microvoids is about �� higher for as�prepared UFG�Cu� than for UFG�Cu�� It may
indicate higher number of microvoids in UFG�Cu� specimen then UFG�Cu�� which is probably
due to two�times higher hydrostatic pressure used in preparation of UFG�Cu� specimens� see
Tab� ���� However� as it will be shown further �Fig� ����� concentration of microvoids calculated
using DTM is not lower in UFG�Cu� specimen� Thus� the di�erence between relative intensities
I�� I� mentioned above is most probably due to lower dislocation density in as�prepared UFG�Cu��
Moreover� weak free positron component is present in UFG�Cu�� while all positrons annihilated
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Figure ���� Temperature dependence of the relative intensities of positrons trapped at defects
for UFG�Cu� and UFG�Cu� specimens�

from trapped state in UFG�Cu�� It may be a consequence of some partial recovery of UFG�
Cu� specimen due to ageing at room temperature� As one can see in Tab� ��� the time interval
from preparation of the specimens to PL measurements is � years for UFG�Cu� �measurement
was performed in ����� and only � year for UFG�Cu� specimen �measurement was performed in
������ Long time aging of UFG specimens even at room temperature may cause some changes of
as�prepared microstructure towards more stable con
guration ���� For example some isolated
defect�free grains may appear in the aged specimens� It would lead to presence of free positron
component in PL spectra due to positrons� which annihilate inside the isolated defect�free grains�
Clearly� additional investigations are needed in order to clarify in�uence of thermal aging to
microstructure of UFG specimens�

In the case of UFG�Cu�� the relative intensity I� remains approximately constant up to ��
�C�

then it exhibits abrupt decrease almost by ��  between �� and ��� �C� see Fig� ����� Finally� I�
remains again approximately constant above ��� �C� see Fig� ����� On the other hand� I� starts
to decrease at ��� �C and continuously gradually decreases in whole measured temperature range�
i�e� up to �� �C for UFG�Cu�� Final value of I� for UFG�Cu� annealed at ��

�C is �	�  �
which is close to the plateau of I� at about �  for UFG�Cu��

In the case of UFG�Cu�� the relative intensity I� of positrons trapped in microvoids decreases
gradually in temperature range between ��� and �� �C� The decrease is followed by radical
drop between �� and ��� �C� Above ��� �C I� remains approximately constant� In the case
of UFG�Cu�� the relative intensity I� remains unchanged up to about ��

�C and exhibits even
slight increase� Above �� �C I� radically decreases�

The DTM described in details in appendix J was applied to the studied specimens� Application
of DTM on UFG�Cu� specimens is described in appendix J� The results obtained using DTM on
UFG�Cu� specimens and their comparison with those for UFG�Cu� will be given in the following
text�

Temperature dependence of the volume fraction � of distorted regions is shown in Fig� �����
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One can see in the 
gure that initial value of � is the same for both the specimens� However� it
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Figure ���� Temperature dependence of the volume fraction � of the distorted regions obtained
using the DTM for UFG�Cu� and UFG�Cu� specimens� The solid lines represent 
t of the tem�
perature dependence of � by procedure described in appendix J� which allows for determination
of the activation energy of the primary recrystallization�

should be pointed out that in the case of UFG�Cu� specimen� it is possible to determine � only for
annealing temperatures of ��� �C and higher� when contribution of free positrons is present in PL
spectra� It is not clear� whether the volume fraction � remains constant also below ��� �C �shown
by dotted line in Fig� ����� or becomes higher� The volume fraction � rapidly decreases from
��� to ��� �C in the case of UFG�Cu� specimen� After this radical drop � gradually decreases
with substantially smaller slope up to ��� �C� On the other hand� � remains constant up to
�� �C for UFG�Cu� and then abruptly decreases by about ��  between �� and ��� �C� At
higher annealing temperatures above ��� �C� � remains constant� see Fig� ����� Note that e�ective
heating was � �C ! min and was identical for both the specimens� see appendix I� J� Obviously
the shape of temperature dependence of � is similar for both the specimens� Nevertheless� there
is a temperature shift of radical drop of � towards lower annealing temperatures for UFG�Cu��
It means that there is radical diminution of the distorted regions between ��� and ��� �C in the
case of UFG�Cu�� It is most probably that in similar way as in UFG�Cu� at higher temperatures�
see appendix J� deformed matrix is transformed into defect�free recrystallized grains� However�
contrary to UFG�Cu�� the abrupt decrease of � stops at about ��  and is followed by moderate
gradual decrease of �� It seems to indicate that only some part of the UFG�Cu� specimen was
transformed into the defect�free recrystallized grains� Thus� at ��� �C probably the recrystallized
grains and practically unchanged deformed matrix coexist in the UFG�Cu� specimens� Another
possibility is that linear size of the recrystallized grains in UFG�Cu� specimen is substantially
lower compared to UFG�Cu�� i�e� there is signi
cant contribution from positrons trapped at grain
boundaries� Moreover� as one can see in Fig� ����� there is no decrease of the relative intensity
I� up to ��

�C in UFG�Cu�� Hence� in the case of UFG�Cu�� only dislocation density decreases
during the abrupt drop of � mentioned above� while number of microvoids does not change� We
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have found� see appendix J� that in the case of UFG�Cu� specimens� only very large microvoids
can survive in recrystallized grains and the concentration of microvoids in the recrystallized grains
is substantially smaller than that inside the deformed matrix� On the other hand� in the case of
UFG�Cu�� the microvoids remains also in recrystallized grains formed below �� �C practically
with unchanged concentration� Substantial decrease of the concentration of microvoids does not
occur before about �� �C� see Fig� ����� Indeed� TEM measurements of UFG�Cu� annealed
at �� �C have revealed a number of microvoids present in recrystallized grains� see Fig� �����
Some rare microvoids were found also in recrystallized grains in UFG�Cu� specimen� see Fig� � in

 

Figure ���� Bright 
eld TEM image of UFG�Cu� specimen annealed at �� �C� The microvoids
are visible inside the recrystallized grain�

appendix J and discussion therein�

Temperature dependence of the mean linear size of non�distorted regions �R obtained using
DTM is shown in Fig� ����� As it was already discussed in appendix J �R is closely related to
dislocation density and corresponds roughly to the mean coherent size determined by XRD� It is
known that the mean grain size determined by TEM is somehow higher than �R� For example
�R obtained from PL spectroscopy as well as the mean coherent size obtained by XRD are two�
times smaller than the mean grain size determined by TEM for as�prepared state of UFG Cu
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Figure ���� Temperature dependence of the mean linear size �R of the non�distorted regions
obtained using the DTM for UFG�Cu� and UFG�Cu� specimens� The mean grain size determined
by TEM on the UFG�Cu� specimen is shown in the 
gure by triangles connected by the dashed
line�

specimens� see Tab� ���� This di�erence is caused by non identical de
nition of the mean size of
coherent domain �the mean linear size of the non distorted regions �R�� obtained by XRD and PL
spectroscopy� and the mean grain size� determined by TEM� The former is directly connected with
radical change of dislocation density �two orders of magnitude� inside the non distorted regions
�coherent domains� and the distorted ones� while the latter re�ects rather various contrast in TEM
image inside grains and grain boundaries� More detailed explanation of the di�erence can be found
in appendix J� Schematic two�dimensional description of as�prepared state of UFG metal is shown
in Fig� ���� with explanation of the above mentioned quantities� Clearly� the di�erence between
�R and grain size obtained by TEM decreases with annealing temperature and� therefore� it makes
sense to strictly distinguish between the mean coherent size �or the mean size of the non distorted
regions �R� and the mean grain size determined by TEM only for as�prepared state and very low
annealing temperatures�

We recall that in the case of UFG�Cu�� R can be determined only for annealing temperature
higher than ��� �C� when free positrons component is present in PL spectra� Initial linear size
of non�distorted regions of about �� nm was determined for both the specimens� see Fig� �����
Similarly to �� an increase of R occurs at lower temperatures for UFG�Cu� than UFG�Cu�� In
the case of UFG�Cu�� �R increases from �� to about ��� nm in temperature interval from ��� to
��� �C� see Fig� ����� After this increase �R remains virtually constant and from �� �C it starts
to increase remarkably again� Finally at �� �C� the mean linear size �R becomes ��� �m� see
Fig� ����� On the other hand� the increase of �R� i�e� grain growth� is shifted to higher annealing
temperatures for UFG�Cu�� In this specimen �R remains constant �at �� nm� up to �� �C and
then abruptly increases during primary recrystallization to about � �m at ��� �C� see Fig� �����
At higher temperatures R still gradually increases with the same slope as for UFG�Cu�� Thus�
behavior of R indicates that recrystallized grains appear in UFG�Cu� during temperature interval
������� �C� which is re�ected also by decrease of � discussed above� Either linear size of the re�
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Figure ��� Schematic description of a grain of UFG material� The linear size of the non�distorted
region �R� the grain size d and the thickness of the distorted region � are indicated�

crystallized grains is only about ��� nm or recrystallized grains coexist with unchanged deformed
matrix in UFG�Cu� at ��� �C� Further increase of grain size occurs from �� �C and is accom�
plished also by remarkable decrease of concentration of microvoids� see Fig� ����� On the other
hand� noticeable increase of R takes place only during primary recrystallization at temperature
interval ������ �C in UFG�Cu�� see Fig� ����� The mean grain size in both the recrystallized
specimens still increases at high annealing temperatures �above ��� �C�� see Fig� �����

The mean grain size determined by TEM for UFG�Cu� ����� is also included in Fig� ���� as a
function of annealing temperature� Relatively good agreement of the mean grain size obtained by
TEM and �R� see Fig� ����� strongly supports the interpretation given above and serves also as
valuable independent evidence for validity of DTM for the studied specimens�

It is possible to determine activation energy Q of the primary recrystallization from tempera�
ture dependence of �� see Fig� ����� We used the same procedure as explained in appendix J� The
temperature dependencies of �� obtained by 
tting the eq� ��� in the appendix J to experimental
data for UFG�Cu� and UFG�Cu� specimens� are plotted by the smooth solid lines in Fig� ����� One
can see from Fig� ���� that the theoretical 
tted curves exhibit relatively good agreement with the
experimental points� The activation energies determined from the 
ts are Q � ��	 �� kJmol��
and Q � ��	 �� kJmol�� for UFG�Cu� and UFG�Cu�� respectively� Thus� the activation energy
of the process responsible for decrease of � between ��� and ��� �C in UFG�Cu� agrees well with
that for decrease of � between �� and ��� �C in UFG�Cu�� see Fig� ����� It is well known from
literature that the activation energy Q � ��� kJmol�� corresponds to movement of equilibrium
GBs in Cu ����� Thus� it is most probable that primary recrystallization takes place between ���
and ��� �C in UFG�Cu� and between �� and ��� �C in UFG�Cu�� In the case of UFG�Cu� the
recrystallization is not complete and!or linear size of recrystallized grains is about ��� �m� i�e�
remarkably smaller than in UFG�Cu� �� � �m�� see Fig� �����
Temperature dependence of the positron trapping rate to dislocations KD� see appendix J for

detailed discussion� obtained using DTM is shown in Fig� ����� One can see in Fig� ���� that KD

abruptly increases in temperature interval ������� �C and ������ �C for UFG�Cu� and UFG�
Cu�� respectively� As was discussed in appendix J this radical increase of the trapping rate KD

is direct indication of change in type of the trapping centers� Substantially higher value of KD

corresponds most probably to positron trapping in equilibrium high�angle grain boundaries among
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Figure ���� Temperature dependence of the trapping rate to dislocations� KD� obtained from
the DTM for UFG�Cu� and UFG�Cu� specimens� After the primary recrystallization positrons
are trapped at equilibrium GBs� which is re�ected by abrupt increase of KD�

recrystallized grains� see discussion in appendix J� Hence� in agreement with the interpretation
given above� the sharp increase of KD corresponds to primary recrystallization�

The trapping rate KD is directly connected with dislocation density inside the distorted re�
gions� see appendix I� J� Thus� it is possible to determine the mean dislocation density in the
specimens� see eq���� in appendix J� The mean dislocation density �D calculated using the pro�
cedure described in appendix J is shown in Fig� ���� as a function of annealing temperature for
UFG�Cu� and UFG�Cu�� Note that �D can be calculated only when free positron component is
present in PL spectra� i�e� for UFG�Cu� above ��� �C� Moreover� after primary recrystallization
the component with lifetime �� comes not only from positrons trapped at dislocations but contains
also signi
cant contribution of positrons trapped at grain boundaries� It is clearly visible as sharp
increase of KD� At high annealing temperatures dislocation density tends to � ���� m��� which
is lower sensitivity limit of PL spectroscopy ����� and thereby contribution of positrons trapped
at grain boundaries dominates� For the above reasons it is possible to determine �D only in UFG
specimen prior to primary recrystallization� it means below ��� �C and ��� �C for UFG�Cu� and
UFG�Cu�� respectively�

One can see in Fig� ���� that the mean dislocation density in as�prepared UFG�Cu� is �D �
���� m��� It is in good agreement with �D determined using TEM and XRD in as�prepared
UFG�Cu� ������ Estimation of �D for as�prepared UFG�Cu� given in appendix J as well as TEM
investigations of this specimen lead to the same value� Pronounced decrease of �D during the
grain growth in UFG�Cu� is clearly visible in Fig� �����

Application of MTM on UFG�Cu� specimen described in appendix I gave for as�prepared
state and low annealing temperatures �below ��� �C� i�e� primary recrystallization� also the
mean dislocation density �D � ���� m��� It implies that MTM is very simple but reasonable
approximation of positron behavior in UFG materials� At higher annealing temperatures �above
��� �C� positrons trapped at grain boundaries signi
cantly contributes to the second component
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Figure ���� The mean dislocation density �D determined using the DTM as a function of anneal�
ing temperature for UFG�Cu� and UFG�Cu�� The dislocation density can be determined only in
non�recrystallized specimen and in the temperature range when free positron component is present
in PL spectra� see text�

with lifetime �� and therefore �D determined by MTM �see appendix I� is higher than actual mean
dislocation density in specimen�

The positron trapping rate Kv to microvoids obtained using DTM is plotted in Fig� ���� as
a function of annealing temperature� As there is increase of the lifetime �� with annealing
temperature� see Fig� ���� the speci
c positron trapping rate to microvoids also grows with
increasing annealing temperature� Theoretical calculations of positron lifetime as a function of
number n of vacancies from which the cluster consists were performed in appendix J� Using the
results of these calculations it is possible to determine free volume of microvoids �in units of
monovacancy free volume� and thereby also linear size �diameter� of microvoids as a function of
annealing temperature� see appendix J� Fig� ��� The dependence of free volume n of microvoids
on annealing temperature for UFG�Cu� and UFG�Cu� is shown in Fig� ����� As was already
mentioned in appendix J it is reasonable to assume that there is some size distribution of microvoids
in UFG Cu specimens� The free volume n obtained from the measured lifetime �� corresponds to
the center�of�mass of this distribution� One can see in Fig� ���� that there is gradual growth of n
towards higher values� The only di�erence between UFG�Cu� and UFG�Cu� is abrupt increase of n
between �� and �� �C for UFG�Cu�� see Fig� ����� The increase of n with annealing temperature
re�ects the fact that larger microvoids are more stable� i�e� the smallest microvoids are annealed out

rstly� The abrupt increase of n occurs in UFG�Cu� during 
nal stage of primary recrystallization�
see Fig� ����� It means that only the largest microvoids can survive in recrystallized material�

Using the trapping rate Kv and the results of theoretical calculations make possible to deter�
mine the mean concentration of microvoids cv as it is explained in appendix J� Temperature depen�
dence of cv for UFG�Cu� and UFG�Cu� is shown in Fig� ���� The concentration of microvoids
in UFG�Cu� can be determined only above ��� �C when free positron component appeared in
PL spectra� As one can see in Fig� ���� initial concentration cv as well as 
nal concentration
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Figure ���� The positron trapping rate for the microvoids� Kv� determined for UFG�Cu� and
UFG�Cu� from the DTM plotted as a function of annealing temperature�

�in specimens annealed at temperature above ��� �C � are similar for UFG�Cu� and UFG�Cu��
However� the decrease of cv is shifted to substantially higher temperatures for UFG�Cu� compared
to UFG�Cu�� In the case of UFG�Cu�� cv decreases mainly during the abnormal grain growth
������� �C�� see Fig� ���� it is followed by only moderate decrease� which takes place during pri�
mary recrystallization ������� �C�� On the other hand� recrystallization in UFG�Cu� specimen
�������� �C� does not lead to noticeable decrease of cv� see Fig� ���� The main decrease of cv
in UFG�Cu� occurs between ��� and ��� �C� i�e� at signi
cantly higher annealing temperatures
than in UFG�Cu��

It is interesting to compare the concentration of microvoids cv in UFG�Cu� determined by DTM
�Fig� ���� with that determined using MTM �appendix I� Fig� �b�� The mean concentrations of
microvoids cv obtained on UFG�Cu� using both the models are plotted in Fig� ����� One can
see in the 
gure that cv determined by both the models exhibits similar trend with annealing
temperature� however absolute values of cv obtained by MTM are somehow higher than those
determined by DTM� The reasonable agreement of DTM and MTM results for cv gives a strong
evidence that MTM represents very simple but realistic approach for positron behavior in UFG
materials�

We conclude that there is remarkable di�erence between UFG�Cu� and UFG�Cu� specimens�
The di�erence is caused by both or one of the two following factors& �i� UFG�Cu� specimen was
prepared with two times higher hydrostatic pressure than UFG�Cu�� which results in smaller grain
size in UFG�Cu� �ii� contrary to UFG�Cu�� UFG�Cu� specimen was aged for about � years at room
temperature before PL measurement� Isolated recrystallized grains are most probably present al�
ready in as�prepared UFG�Cu� specimen �likely due to prior ageing at room temperature�� while
the abnormal grain growth takes place from ��� to �� �C in UFG�Cu�� Similarly primary recrys�
tallization� which occurs between ��� and ��� �C in UFG�Cu�� is shifted to remarkably higher
temperatures ������� �C� in UFG�Cu�� The main decrease of the concentration of microvoids
was found in temperature range from ��� to ��� �C in UFG�Cu�� when further growth of recrys�
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Figure ���� Free volume of microvoids determined using the theoretical calculations performed
in appendix J as a function of annealing temperature� The free volume is expressed in the units
of Cu monovacancy free volume�

tallized grain takes place� In the case of UFG�Cu�� main decrease of microvoids concentration
occurs from ��� to �� �C� i�e� during the abnormal grain growth�

��� Investigation of UFG Ni

Investigation of thermal stability of UFG Ni is described in Appendix K� Microstructure of the
UFG�Ni specimen� see Tab� ���� and its evolution with increasing annealing temperature were
studied by means of PL spectroscopy in the present work� Interpretation of the experimental data
obtained by PL measurements was made using the DTM developed in Appendix J� The results
obtained by PL spectroscopy were directly correlated with those determined by TEM� electrical
resistometry� XRD� DSC and microhardness measurements ����� on the same specimens�
The present investigations have revealed out that similarly to UFG Cu� positrons are trapped

at dislocations situated inside the distorted regions along grains and in microvoids inside the
grains� Recovery of the UFG structure is realized by similar processes as in the case of UFG Cu�
It means the abnormal grain growth� which is followed at higher temperatures by the primary
recrystallization and further growth of the recrystallized grains� On the other hand� some remark�
able di�erences from UFG Cu were found� Namely& a� the mean size of microvoids decreases
during the primary recrystallization� which is the opposite behavior than in UFG Cu� b� addi�
tional microvoids and probably also dislocations are introduced into the UFG Ni annealed above
the Curie temperature ��� �C� due to the magnetostriction phenomenon� Detailed explanation
of the processes� which take place during isochronal annealing of UFG Ni specimens� is given in
the appendix K�
Comparison of the results obtained on UFG Cu and UFG Ni specimens indicates strongly that

temperature stability of UFG structure substantially depends on initial grain size and� thereby�
on conditions of specimens preparation� see Tab� ���� The primary recrystallization is shifted to
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Figure ���� Temperature dependence of the mean concentration of microvoids cv determined for
UFG�Cu� and UFG�Cu� using the DTM�

remarkably lower temperatures in UFG�Cu� and UFG�Ni specimens� i�e� specimens with smaller
initial grain size� see Tab� ����

��� Comparison of Defects in UFG and NC Materials

NC materials are conventionally prepared by GCM and similar techniques� On the other hand�
UFG materials studied in the present work were prepared by severe plastic deformation �SPD��
The principal di�erence between the techniques of preparation leads also to di�erence between
defects present in the NC and the UFG materials� It is clear from Tab� ��� and results obtained
in the present work that two main kinds of defects can be found in both materials� Namely� �i�
defects with free volume similar to the monovacancy free volume and �ii� larger defects with free
volume corresponding to that of a few monovacancies�

Regarding the 
rst type of defects� our investigations� see appendixes I and J� have revealed
high number of dislocations situated along grain boundaries in the UFG materials prepared by
SPD� Positrons are trapped at vacancies associated with dislocation line or in jog of dislocation�
see section ���� and their lifetime is only slightly shorter than that for a monovacancy� Thus�
dislocations �and point defects bound to them� represent the defects of type �i� with free volume
comparable to monovacancy in the UFG materials prepared by SPD� On the other hand� it is
known that dislocations are unstable in NC materials due to very small grain sizes of a few
nanometer� Therefore� majority of authors suggest that in the case of NC materials positrons are
trapped at vacancy�like defects ��missing atom� � situated inside the interfaces between grains�

In this paragraph� we will consider the second type of defects� type �ii�� i�e� defects with
free volume comparable with that of a few monovacancies� Looking in Tab� ���� one can see
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Figure ���� Comparison temperature dependence of the mean concentration of the microvoids
obtained using the MTM with that determined by the DTM�

that lifetime of positrons trapped in this kind of defects is somehow higher for the NC materials
compared to the UFG ones� In the case of the NC materials it is assumed that these defects are
situated at triple junctions �triple points� of the interfaces� On the other hand� in the case of the
UFG materials studied in the present work these defects were identi
ed as microvoids distributed
homogeneously throughout grains� see appendix J�
One can make following simple estimation� Let us consider typical NC and UFG copper and

assume for a moment that the defects �ii� are situated in triple points in both the materials� We
approximate a grain by a cube with side a� then there is one triple point per grain� Thus atomic
concentration of the triple points ct can be expressed

ct �
�

a�nCu
� �����

where nCu is atom density� i�e� number of atoms in unit of volume� Firstly we make this estimation
for typical NC material with grain size a � �� nm� In such a case we obtained ct � �������� at����
Further we assume that one defect of type �ii� is situated at each triple point� Free volume of
these defect corresponds to that of 
ve vacancies� Under these assumption� we can calculate the
positron trapping K for these defects�

K � ctn��v � �����

where n � � and ��v denotes the speci
c positron trapping rate for monovacancy� For typical NC
copper� we obtained K � � � ��� s��� This trapping rate is comparable with the copper bulk
annihilation rate B � ��� � ��� s��� Secondly we make the same estimation for typical UFG
copper with grain size a � ��� nm� For such material we obtained K � � � ��� s��� which is
three order of magnitude lower than the bulk annihilation rate� Thus� contrary to NC materials�
concentration of defects situated in the triple points is too low to represent noticeable contribution
in PL spectra for UFG materials� Hence� this simple estimation supports our interpretation
regarding microvoids in UFG materials� see appendix J�
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We conclude that despite the similar PL spectra� defects in NC and UFG materials di�er
substantially�

�� Summary

Investigations of microstructure of UFG Cu and Ni prepared by SPD and its thermal evolution
were performed in the present work� The specimens were studied by means of PL spectroscopy
correlated with TEM and XRD measurements� Main results obtained in the present work can be
brie�y summarized into following items&

�i� The UFG specimens exhibit fragmented structure with non�distorted regions �grain interi�
ors� separated by distorted layers along GBs� The non�distorted regions are almost free of
dislocations ��D � ���� m���� On the other hand� dislocation density inside the distorted
regions is high ��D � ���� m����

�ii� Positrons are trapped at dislocations inside the distorted regions� which represent main
positron traps� and in the microvoids distributed homogeneously throughout the grains�

�iii� Size of the microvoids is comparable to 
ve vacancies in as�prepared UFG Cu specimens� In
the case of as�prepared UFG Ni specimen� the size of the microvoids is comparable to ten
vacancies�

�iv� Recovery of UFG structure involves similar processes in all UFG specimens studied� The
recovery starts from the abnormal grain growth� where isolated recrystallized grains are
formed in the deformed matrix� At higher annealing temperatures it is followed by the
primary recrystallization and further growth of the recrystallized grains�

�v� The mean dislocation density in recrystallized specimens lies bellow ���� m��� which is close
to the lower sensitivity limit of PL spectroscopy� However� positrons are trapped in vacancy�
like defects at equilibrium GBs� which contribute to PL spectra by a component with lifetime
very similar to that of positrons trapped at dislocations� Change of the type of traps during
the primary recrystallization is re�ected by abrupt increase of the corresponding trapping
rate�

�vi� Initial grain size in the as�prepared specimens� which depends on the hydrostatic pressure
applied during preparation procedure� a�ects substantially thermal stability of the UFG
materials� In the UFG specimens with smaller initial grain size the primary recrystallization
is shifted to remarkably lower annealing temperatures�

�vii� The di�usion trapping model �DTM�� which explicitly takes into account speci
c structure of
UFG materials� was developed in the present work and successfully applied to interpretation
of experimental PL data obtained on the UFG Cu and Ni� The DTM allows for calculation of
important physical characteristics� e�g� size of the non�distorted regions� volume fraction of
distorted regions� dislocation density� concentration of the microvoids and activation energy
of the primary recrystallization� of the studied specimens from experimental PL data�

�viii� Using the DTM we have found that main increase of grain size accompanied by disappearance
of the distorted regions occurs during the primary recrystallization� In the case of UFG Cu
specimens� the activation energies of the primary recrystallization calculated using the DTM
agree well with that for migration of equilibrium grain boundaries in coarse grained copper�

�ix� The mean size of the microvoids increases with temperature in both the UFG Cu materials
studied in the present work� On the other hand� opposite behavior� i�e� decrease of the mean
size of the microvoids during the primary recrystallization� was found in UFG Ni�

�x� Additional microvoids and probably also dislocations are introduced into UFG Ni specimen
after annealing above the Curie temperature ��� �C� due to the magnetostriction phenom�
ena�
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The present work proved PL spectroscopy as a powerful tool for investigation of thermal
stability of UFG materials� Application of the DTM on PL data and correlation of obtained
results with those determined by other techniques� particularly TEM and XRD� allows for detailed
description of processes� which take place during thermal recovery of UFG materials�
An interesting topic to which further investigation should be focused is in�uence of ceramic

nanoparticles incorporated into a UFG material on its thermal stability� It is expected that the
ceramic nanoparticles can serve as barriers for grain growth� Therefore� the primary recrystalliza�
tion in UFG specimens with the ceramic nanoparticles may be shifted to higher temperatures� The
advantageous mechanical and physical properties of the UFG materials is connected with the UFG
structure� Therefore� extended stability of the UFG structure to higher annealing temperatures
is very attractive for further exploitation of UFG materials in industry� In order to understand
in�uence of the ceramic nanoparticles to recovery of the UFG structure� detailed investigations
of microstructural thermal evolution on atomic scale are necessary� The experimental techniques
and theoretical apparatus developed in the present work can be advantageously exploited in these
investigations�
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	 Positron Annihilation Spectroscopy and

Teaching of Physics

As was discussed in details in chapters �� � positron annihilation spectroscopy proved itself as a
powerful tool for investigations of solids ��� ���� In particular� PAS is ideal method for study of
lattice defects due to high sensitivity of positrons to open volume defects as vacancies� vacancy
clusters� voids� dislocations� grain boundaries etc� PAS allows for identi
cation of individual types
of defects in material as well as determination of their density� Size of point open volume defects lies
usually well below �� nm� which makes them practically invisible by direct conventional techniques
of solid state physics as e�g� transmission electron microscopy �TEM�� Schematic diagram of
applicability of PAS and other techniques as a function of defect size and density versus depth in
material is shown in Fig� ���� Hence� PAS provides unique information regarding concentration�

 

Positron spectroscopy Positron spectroscopy 

Figure ��� Schematic description of range of applicability of PAS ����� The abbreviation OM
means optical microscopy� nS is neutron scattering and STM!AFM denotes scanning tunneling
microscopy!atom�probe 
eld�ion microscopy�

arrangement� mutual interaction and local electronic structure of these defects in various materials�
Contrary to experimental techniques capable of visualization of microstructure as TEM� high�
resolution TEM� 
eld�ion microscopy �FIM� and atom�probe FIM� which give information about
local arrangement at one point of specimen� PAS provides microstructure information integrated
through macroscopic volume of the specimen� Thus� PAS represents a non�local experimental
technique sensitive to lattice defects at atomic scale� Moreover� contrary to the techniques listed
above� PAS is non�destructive technique� which requires no special preparation procedure for
the specimens studied� Presently well established theory of positron annihilation is available�
Especially in the case of metallic materials it is possible to perform ab initio calculations of positron
parameters for various defects and atomic arrangements ��� �� It allows for direct correlation of
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experimental results with theoretical models of corresponding materials�
The PAS technique was 
rstly applied to investigation of condensed matter in ����� The

advantageous features described above lead to stormy expansion of PAS and its exploitation in
investigation of variety of materials� The development of PAS involves substantial improving of
timing resolution of positron�lifetime �PL� spectrometers from initial �� ps to timing resolution
about ��� ps �FWHM for ��Na� available on the best PL spectrometers in the present state�of�
art� see appendix A� The signi
cant improvement of timing resolution enhances the power of PL
spectroscopy as allows for resolving of higher number of components in PL spectra with substan�
tially better precision and� thereby� study of more complex materials� The increase of the timing
resolution was achieved by use of fast BaF� ���� ��� or plastic scintillators ���� ��� and intro�
duction of dynode timing for fast photomultipliers ���� ����� Use of nuclear modular electronics
�NIM� and introduction of the constant fraction timing ����� has also signi
cant positive impact on
development of PL spectroscopy� Similarly use of high�purity germanium detectors has substan�
tially improved the energy resolution of detectors used in Doppler�broadening measurements ����
Simultaneously with improvement of experimental techniques� development of decomposition pro�
cedure for PL spectra ����� ��� and models for interpretation of the obtained parameters ���� ��
have took place� Moreover� theory of positron annihilation based on local density approximation
was developed ��� �� Presently� a number of theoretical positron calculation was performed and
calculated parameters agree well with the experiment especially in the case of metals �� �� ����
In the present time PAS is routinely used for investigations of metallic materials� PAS was

successfully applied to study of a large number of phenomena in metals including investigation of
equilibrium and non�equilibrium defects� phase transitions� thermal recovery of defect structure�
radiation damage� precipitation e�ects� chemical corrosion etc� Important advantage of PAS is its
ability to study evolution of microstructure on one specimen subjected for example to isochronal or
isothermal annealing� ageing� deformation� radiation etc� Moreover wide range of e�ects including
heat treatment� deformation� etc� can be studied directly by in situ PAS measurements� Among
number of important successes one should mention determination of the formation and migration
energy of equilibrium point defects ���� as well as explanation of processes which take place during
the stage III in recovery of non�equilibrium structure of deformed irradiated or quenched met�
als ���� Beside metals� extensive exploitation of PAS in study of semiconductors and polymers
has occurred for the last decade� One should also mention monoenergetical positron beams ������
which allow for investigations of thin 
lms and surfaces� as number of these devices in world
continuously increases�
The large expansion of PAS in the 
eld of solid�state physics and materials science is ac�

companied by removal of some di�culties connected with this technique� For example� the PL
spectrometer was hand made in the past� i�e� some experiences with nuclear ��ray timing measure�
ments were necessary� In the present time PL spectrometers with timing resolution bellow ��� ps�
which represents a �middle�class� of these instruments� are commercially available ������ Clearly�
it leads to further expansion of this technique� Unfortunately� the knowledge about PAS among
the solid�state physicists and material scientists is still relatively poor� However� one should expect
that this community will be always more frequently confronted with PAS investigations� As inter�
pretation of PAS results is not easy and requires some familiarity at least with the principles of the
method� it is desirable to improve knowledge about PAS among physicists� An ideal way how to
achieve it is to introduce PAS among the conventional experimental techniques� which are taught
in lectures on solid�state physics� It is reasonable to exploit the PAS spectrometers� especially the
PL spectrometer with superior timing parameters� available at the PAS laboratory of Department
of Low�Temperature Physics in Charles University to provide students with practical experiences
with PAS�
This purpose was realized by insertion of PAS measurement to laboratory works for students

of physics� In the frame of the laboratory work the students have studied defects in selected
metallic materials by means of PL spectroscopy� The students have obtained some practical
experiences with PL measurements and decomposition of experimental PL spectra� Finally� they
have used the simple trapping model �STM� for interpretation of the results� In order to provide
students with basic introduction to PL spectroscopy including the description of this technique� its
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physical principles� experimental setup� decomposition of spectra and interpretation of PL results
using STM was written in the present work� This paper includes also an illustrative example
of application of PL spectroscopy to plastically deformed copper� The paper was written in
Czech language and was published in the journal �Pokroky matematiky� fyziky a astronomie� �
This journal is devoted to simple and intelligible explanation of interesting topics of physics and
mathematics and is available for wide range of readers including physicists� teachers of physics at
high� secondary and basic schools� students as well as other people� which are interested in science�
Thus� it is believed that this paper� which represents 
rst publication of this kind regarding
popularization of PL spectroscopy written in Czech language� serves not only as introduction for
students interested in laboratory work with our spectrometer� but may also improve common
knowledge about PL spectroscopy among relatively wide group of people� The introductory paper
is included in the present work in Appendix L�
On the base of positive experiences with student(s laboratory works on PL spectrometer in

our laboratory� we have decided to enhance the role of PAS in teaching of physics and education
of young physicists� This project involves development of freely accessible interactive teaching
program �virtual spectrometer and modeling program�� enables a user to simulate real measure�
ment and 
nd out majority of practical aspects and the experiment as well as further elaboration
and interpretation of obtained results� Note that contrary to the real measurement� which takes
usually a few days and is relatively expensive� the results of virtual experiment are obtained al�
most immediately and practically free of charge� Further topic of the project is modernization and
enhancement of the laboratory work in our spectrometers� After training in virtual experiments�
the students will be allowed to become familiar with real high�quality spectrometers and also with
new attractive materials� which are currently studied in our laboratory� The ultra�
ne grained
metals prepared by severe plastic deformation� which have been investigated in the present work�
see chapter �� are a good example� The project will be realized in the year ���� due to 
nancial
support of the Ministry of Education of Czech Republic� It is expected that the methodological
work made in the present work� i�e� development of user�friendly software for accumulation and
visualization of PAS spectra on personal computer as well as utilities for elaboration of the spectra�
will be exploited in this project� Moreover� the experimental and theoretical results obtained in
the present work� especially on deformed and UFG materials� are suitable for exploitation in the
project� Hence� the present work enables improvement of student(s laboratory works as well as
education of students and young scientists in the 
eld of positron annihilation�
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Appendix L

The paper was published in Pokroky matematiky� fyziky a astronomie ��� ��� �������
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 Final Conclusions

The scienti
c work made in the present thesis may be divided into three parts&

�a� methodological work� see chapter 

�b� investigation of reactor pressure vessel �RPV� steels and ultra�
ne grained metals� see chap�
ters ���

�c� positron annihilation spectroscopy �PAS� in teaching of physics� see chapter �

The present thesis is based on the results explained in the papers published or submitted to
publication in the international physics journals� The papers are included in the present thesis as
appendixes A thru L�

�� Methodological Work

 The deterioration of timing characteristics of high�resolution positron�lifetime spectrometer
was studied in the present work� The mechanism of this deterioration was explained and
procedures for its remedy were developed and successfully applied to our PL spectrometer�
see appendix A�

 Alternative con
guration of PL spectrometer using energy summing in the slow branch
was proposed and successfully exploited in our spectrometer� see appendix B� Using this
con
guration signi
cantly higher coincidence count rate is achieved with no deterioration of
the excellent timing properties�

 A new technique for time calibration of PL spectrometer� which is generally applicable to all
timing measurements� was developed and tested in the present work� see appendix D� The
new technique enables precise integral as well as di�erential time calibration� In addition�
it may be easily performed with modular nuclear electronics conventionally used in timing
measurements� no additional specialized devices are necessary�

 The three�detector PL spectrometer was proposed and build in the present work� see ap�
pendix C� This spectrometer uses triple coincidence of ��rays� which makes possible to sepa�
rate the ��Na annihilation events from ��Co prompt coincidences� The three�detector spec�
trometer combines energetic and timing selection of ��rays and suppress substantially the
��Co prompt contribution on PL spectra� It makes possible PL investigation of RPV steels
irradiated by fast neutrons to relatively high �uence of ���� m�� ��� years of irradiation at
ordinary operating conditions of nuclear power plant��

�� Investigations of RPV Steels and UFG Materials

 Various types of RPV steels� which are used in reactor vessels of nuclear power plants
were studied in the present work� Firstly� detailed microstructure characterization of non�
irradiated specimens was made� Then specimens irradiated by fast neutrons at various
conditions ��uence and �ux� were investigated� The obtained results are given in chapter �
and appendixes E� G and H� A short summary of these results can be found in section ��

 Microstructure of UFG Cu and Ni prepared by severe plastic deformation �SPD� was studied
in details in the present work� Subsequently the specimens were subjected to isochronal an�
nealing and thermal evolution of microstructure was investigated� The results are described

���



in chapter � and appendixes I� J and K� A short summary of the main results obtained on
these materials can be found in section ���

 The common feature of both the RPV steels and UFG materials is presence of strongly non�
homogeneously distributed dislocations� which represents the main positrons traps� In both
kinds of materials regions with low dislocation density are separated by distorted regions
with high number of dislocations� Mainly due to this fact it is not possible to use the
simple trapping model �STM�� Therefore new model for interpretation of PL spectra was
developed in the present work� The modi
ed trapping model �MTM�� which is described in
details in appendix F and was successfully applied to RPV steels� see chapter �� as well as
UFG Cu� see appendix I� represents reasonable but relatively rough approximation of the
material� Improvement of this model leads to di�usion trapping model �DTM�� which was
also developed in the present work and is described in appendix J� Successful application of
DTM on UFG Cu and Ni is given in appendixes J and K� respectively�

 Another common feature of microstructure of irradiated RPV steels and UFG materials
is presence of microvoids �vacancy clusters�� which represent another trapping sites for
positrons� The microvoids are induced into RPV steels by neutron irradiation� while in
the case of UFG materials they are created by severe plastic deformation� It should be
pointed out that investigations of the microvoids have clearly shown the bene
t of PAS in
such studies� PAS enables to determine the mean size of the microvoids as well as their
concentration� On the other hand� the microvoids cannot be detected by XRD� because of
their small size they are invisible by TEM and are hardy detectable also by other techniques
due to their low concentration�

 It has to be pointed out that the investigations or RPV steels and UFG materials performed
in the present work were possible only due to the excellent timing resolution of the PL
spectrometer and due to development of the three�detector PL spectrometer for investigation
of irradiated RPV steels� The superior timing resolution is crucial for proper determination
of the short free positron component �lifetime well below ��� ps�� which usually has small
intensity� Proper lifetime and intensity of the free positron component is necessary for
application of the trapping models�

 In the case of irradiated RPV steels it is absolutely necessary to remove the ��Co prompt
contribution� otherwise it completely distorts the experimental PL spectra as was shown
by our simulations� Thus� PL investigations of RPV steels irradiated to high �uencies is
impossible without the three�detector spectrometer� The results obtained in the present
work represent 
rst successful application of the three�detector PL spectrometer on study of
irradiated RPV steels�

 The investigations performed in the present work have shown that PAS is suitable for study
of RPV steels and UFG materials� Moreover� the theoretical models developed in the present
work can be exploited in further investigations of these as well as similar materials�

�� Teaching of Physics

 A short paper� which explains principles of PL spectroscopy and its exploitation in physics
of metallic materials was written in the present work� see appendix L� This paper is the 
rst
description of PL spectroscopy in Czech language� which is dedicated to students as well as
to relatively wide range of people� which are interested in solid�state physics�

 The methodological work made in the present thesis will be exploited in the project �Ex�
ploitation of Positron Spectroscopy in Education of Students and Young Scientists� sup�
ported by The Ministry of Education of Czech Republic� which is running in the year �����
Moreover� it is expected that the experimental and theoretical results� especially regarding

���



the deformed and UFG materials and the models for interpretation of PL data for these
materials� obtained in the present work will be advantageously used in the project� see
chapter ��
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